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ABSTRACT 
An optimization method was developed for sire selection based on net return and risk 
of genetic merit of sires. Expected income (net present value) of a sire realized through the 
offspring was proposed as the composite criterion for selection. This considered the revenue 
corresponding to his predicted transmitting ability for milk, fat, and protein yields, cost of 
dystocia corresponding to his expected progeny difference for dystocia, and other fixed and 
variable costs. Variance of income (risk) of a sire was a function of his reliability estimates. 
Expected income-Variance frontier developed for a pool of sires based on quadratic 
programming provided the minimum risk combination of sires for an intended expected 
income. The combination of sires that maximizes the 95% lower confidence boundary of the 
frontier (that maximizes 95% guaranteed future income) determined the optimum set of sires 
to be selected. 
The optimization method explained above was applied to a simulated pool of young 
(pedigree tested) and proven (progeny tested) sires to determine the optimum proportion of 
young sire use. Young sires were riskier and, on the average, had higher expected income 
(low semen cost) than proven sires. The representation of young sires in the optimum set of 
sires that maximizes 95% guaranteed income determined the optimum proportion of young 
sire use. The optimum proportion of young sires was 34 percent for the pool that simulated 
the current Holstein population in the United States. The proposed method can be used to 
define the best set of sires where reliability estimates are included in the selection criteria in 
addition to predicted breeding values. 
XV 
Long term inbreeding, genetic and economic gains associated with cloning were 
estimated. Random and rotational mating systems for full-sib clones were considered. 
Production of more than 50 clones could keep inbreeding coefficient below 5 percent for 10 
generations. Break-even costs per clone for modem progeny testing schemes were $83 and 
$41 per clone with one and five clones produced per dam, respectively. Technology of 
cloning and infrastructure enhancements should be developed further to lower the cost of 
cloning below the break-even levels for conunercial use of cloning to be economically viable. 
Genetic and phenotypic (co)variance components were estimated from a multiple trait 
animal model for 305-day milk, fat, and protein yields, days open, number of services and 
percent cow mortality during lactation for Holsteins. Restricted maximum likelihood 
estimates based on expectation-maximization algorithm for the traits were similar to those 
from previous literature. Genetic and phenotypic relationships between yield and fertility 
were antagonistic. Genetic correlations between yield traits and cow mortality were 
unfavorable but phenotypic correlations were favorable. Evidently, modem management 
practices provide better management for better cows resulting in reduced mortality of high 
producing cows with poor genetic potential in terms of survival ability. 
I 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Animal breeding is a business." 
J. L Lush, 1945. 
Primary emphasis in livestock breeding has been on maximization of genetic gain in 
the livestock population for selected traits to benefit individual breeders, organizations and 
society. Individual breeders or organizations, however, are economic units, the success or 
survival of which is governed by underlying economic principles. Thus, the long term 
existence of the enterprise ultimately depends on economic success which is not always 
synonymous with maximum genetic gain. 
Recent advances in embryo manipulation technology have shown promise to produce 
dramatic genetic gains compared with conventional dairy breeding schemes. Viability of a 
breeding scheme with embryo transfer, sexing or cloning depends not only on the increased 
genetic gain but on long term net economic gain to offset the added cost of new technology. 
Intense selection for high production was shown to increase reproductive and health 
problems of dairy cows due to an antagonistic genetic relationship of yield with reproduction 
and health. Thus, an increase in genetic gain in milk yield could increase reproductive and 
health costs, which indicates that economic efficiency should be the focus of further research. 
In addition to net income, risk is a significant factor for long term survival of an 
economic enterprise. Breeders face risk whenever they use sires, whose true breeding values 
are unknown. The sire with the highest predicted breeding value may not be the most 
2 
reliable. Thus, in defining the breeding goals, each breeder should consider optimization of 
net income and risk which is a balance between maximizing net income and minimizing risk. 
Part I of the dissertation deals with the topics of optimization, linear programming, 
quadratic programming, and expected-income variance frontier analysis. An optimization 
method is developed for sire selection that maximizes a guaranteed income. The method is 
extended to define the optimum proportion of young sire use. 
Recent developments in embryo manipulation methods are surveyed in Part n of the 
dissertation. Accumulation of inbreeding depression with cloning is examined relative to 
genetic gain. Genetic and economic gain with cloning under various progeny testing schemes 
is determined. 
Finally, phenotypic and genetic relationships among yield, reproduction and health 
traits of dairy cattle are reviewed. Genetic parameters for these traits for Holsteins in the 
United States were estimated using modem scientific methods. 
Dissertation Organization 
The dissertation is comprised of three parts. Each part contains an introduction, and 
a literature review pertinent to the topic followed by the work of the author reported in one 
or more papers. The relevant references are compiled following each literature review or 
paper. Part I includes 2 papers. Part 11 and III consist of one paper each. All four papers are 
written for publication in the Journal of Dairy Science. Therefore, the organization of the 
papers are in accordance with the format of the journal. 
3 
PART I. OPTIMIZATION OF SIRE SELECTION IN TERMS OF NET INCOME 
AND RISK OF SIRE MERIT 
4 
INTRODUCTION 
In the first part of the dissertation an optimization method was developed based on 
quadratic programming procedures and expected-income variance frontier analysis. An 
Introduction section for two papers followed by the Literature Review, briefly covers the 
applications of linear and quadratic programming in dairy breeding. Therefore, the 
Literature Review section in this part provides a brief overview of constrained optimization 
procedures, such as linear and nonUnear programming. Definitions and assumptions are 
discussed and fmally of the theory of utility maximization and expected income-variance 
analysis is presented. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Optimization 
Success of a breeding program depends on short and long term genetic gains and 
ultimately on the net economic gains, which are governed by the underlying economic 
principles. L. R. Klein (8) wrote optimization is the engine that produces the principles of 
economic analysis. The word optimum" refers to a particular type of "extremum" desired 
in a problem, where "'extremum" is the value of a function which can be either a maximum 
or a minimum (17). Thus, optimization can take the form of a maximization or 
minimization problem. In economic theory, a consumer attempts to maximize his or her 
satisfaction (utility) subject to budget constraints. Individual producers strive to maximize 
profit (or minimize costs to reach a certain output level) under technological constraints (8). 
Thus, often the problem takes the form of a constrained optimization problem. Seeking the 
optimum requires a criterion to choose between alternatives within a concept. This criterion 
is called the objective function, merit function, or criterion function and it is essential to 
attain an optimal solution (12). The constraints could be a set of equalities and/or inequalities 
(17). Planning of economic activities for optimization is called programming (17). 
Linear Programming 
When the constraints and the objective function are in linear form, optimization involves 
linear programming. Early studies on minimum cost ration formulations (17) and 
maximizing amount of shipments to numerous locations under limited resources (6, 17) 
6 
initiated the need to solve linear programming problems. Development of the simplex 
method by Dantzig (3) was a major contribution to solving large scale linear programming 
problems. 
The basic form of a linear programming problem is: 
Maximize J (x )  <= ob jec t i ve  f unc t ion  
Subject to g,(x) < b, , for t = 1, 2, ..., m <= functional constraint 
X > 0 <= nonnegativity constraint 
where x is a vector of activities. The underlying assumptions for linear programming are 
fivefold. (14). 
1. Proportionality: The relationships between activities (x) with the objective function and 
constraints are linear and does not depend on the level of the activities. This provides 
linearity to the programming model. If the problem cannot be written in linear form, 
nonlinear programing should be attempted. 
2. Additivity: This assumes there are no crossproducts among variables (no complementary 
or competitive interactions). This assures linearity. 
3. Divisibility: Activity units are assumed divisible to fractional levels. Integer 
programming may be the alternative when acitivity levels are in the form of only integers. 
4. Certainty: All parameters are assumed known and do not change with time. Sensitivity 
analysis under linear programming or stochastic programming may be used to handle the 
variation of parameters in the future. 
5. Single objectivity: A single overriding objective encompasses the whole problem. When 
a single criterion is not acceptable. Goal programming may be used. More discussion on 
7 
these subjects can be found in (4, 14,25). Many have used linear programming methods to 
aid sire selection (1, 5, 10, 11,22, 23). The main drawback in linear programming is its 
inability to incorporate quadratic or higher degree terms. Incorporating variance of outcomes 
from activities, such as risk associated with sires, carmot be accomplished efficiently within 
the linear programming framework. 
More often than not, the objective function or a constraint in an optimization problem 
appears to be nonlinear. When the objective function or some constraints are nonlinear 
functions, solving the equations requires nonlinear programming procedures. In a nonlinear 
programming problem, an optimal solution is not always guaranteed. Certain requirements 
called Kuhn-Tucker conditions must be satisfied by the solutions to be optimal (7). 
Kuhn-Tucker Theorem 
This theorem provides the necessary conditions to be satisfied to obtain an optimal 
solution. The theorem is stated as follows: 
Assume that fix) and g,(x) are differentiable functions satisfying certain regularity 
conditions. Then x = (xi*, Xi*, ..., x„*) can be an optimal solution for the nonlinear 
programming problem only if there exists m numbers, Ai, ..., X,„, such that all of the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
Nonlinear Programming 
KTl: 
8 
KT2: 0 , at jc = x , for/= 1, 2,n 
KT3: (x*) - <0 , for/=1,2 m 
KT4: ^ 0 , fori = 1,2, ...,m 
KT5: X ^ 0 , fory = 1, 2,m 
KT5: A , > 0 , for / = 1,2,m 
The A, variables correspond to the dual variables of linear programming. Each A, indicates 
the rate of increase of the objective function/(x) with respect to an increase in bi, wheny(x) 
is evaluated at x*. Therefore, 
Two pair of conditions KTl and KT2, and the pair KT3 and KT4 are complementary 
slackness conditions. Conditions KT5 and KT6 are nonnegativity restrictions (7). Satisfying 
these conditions is necessary but it does not guarantee that the solution is optimal. The 
conditions, however, guarantee an optimal solution if the objective function,/(x), is concave 
and the constraints, g,(x), are convex functions (7). Thus, Kuhn-Tucker conditions are 
sufficient if the objective function,y(x), is concave and the feasible region is a convex set. A 
function of a single variable,yi;x), is defined as a concave function if, for each pair of values 
of X, (e.g., Xi, and X2) 
for all values of jS between 0 and 1. The feasible region is a convex set if the entire line 
joining every two points in the feasible region is also also in the region. More discussion on 
d f { x ' )  
'  ~  d h  
y(j3x2 + (1-j5) Xi) > j3y(x2) + (1-j3)y(x,) 
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this subject can be found in (7). A special case of nonlinear programming is called quadratic 
programming. 
Quadratic Programming 
When the functional constraints, gi (x), are linear and the objective function, y(x), is 
of quadratic form, the special case is called quadratic programming (QP). A QP problem can 
be solved by using the modified simplex method after defining the Kuhn-Tucker first order 
conditions for the problem. An example of a QP problem is as follows: 
Maximize: JIXI. X2) = 21 XI - X,' + 20 X. - 2 X2-
Subject to: 
3 X / +  2 A ^ 2  ^ 1 8 ,  < =  f u n c t i o n a l  c o n s t r a i n t  
X i  ^ 5 ,  < =  f u n c t i o n a l  c o n s t r a i n t  
X 2  ^ 4 ,  < =  f u n c t i o n a l  c o n s t r a i n t  
Xi ,  X2  ^  0 .  <= nonnegativity constraint. 
A schematic diagram of the problem is in Figure 1. The pentagon formed by the functional 
and nonnegativity constraints including its boundaries is called the feasible region. The 
solution (the optimum of the objective function) should belong to the feasible region. The 
objective function value of 100 falls in the region but 100 is not the maximum (Figure 1). 
The value of 120 is higher than the other two but does not belong in the feasible region 
(hence it is called an infeasible solution). The value of 110.5 obtained when X/ and X2 are 
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4.09 and 2.86, respectively, is the maximum possible value of the objective function that 
satisfies all constraints. Therefore, it is considered as the optimum solution to the problem. 
The Kuhn-Tucker conditions as explained before can be written for this problem and this 
enables it to be expressed in the form of linear programming restrictions (with a 
complimentarity constraint) and it can be solved by the modified simplex method. 
When the risk (variance of income) component is included in an objective function, 
QP models can be used to determine the minimum risk combination of activities from a given 
set of activities for a defined expected income. This leads to the development of Expected 
income-Variance (EV) frontiers. 
Expected Income-Variance Frontier 
Markowitz (9) first developed the expected income-variance model to find income 
and risk-efficient sets in portfolio selection. EV-efficient set is defined as the choices or sets 
of choices with the minimum variance for different levels of expected income (15). For a 
given set of activities with various expected income and vjiriance of income combinations, 
there may exist several combinations of activities that produce the same expected incomes. 
Out of those, the combination(s) that produce the minimum variance is the most efficient. 
The minimum variance values for the range of expected incomes define the EV frontier 
(Figure 2). As generally, the choices include low income-low risk, and high income-high risk 
altematives, the typical EV frontier has a positive slope. The iso-utility curves for a certain 
II 
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Figure 1. A schematic diagram of a quadratic prograrmning problem. 
individual are defined as U\ ,  U2 ,  C/3, in Figure 2. Expected income-Variance combinations on 
a single curve provides the same utility to the individual, however, different curves provide 
different levels of utilities. The utility level of C/13 falls within the feasible region, hence, it is 
achievable. The level U11 provides higher income for a given variance of income level than 
12 
the other two, hence, it has higher utility. But, it is not feasible to achieve. The maximum 
utility that can be achieved is C/n , it provides In income and V/ variance. A different 
individual with lower risk aversion has a different utility function (C/2) and reaches the 
maximum utility at a high income-high risk combination {h, Vt). Thus, the risk aversion of 
individuals can be compared by their choice of an income-variance set on the frontier. 
Alternatively, the maximum utility achievable by an individual from the available alternatives 
can be found if the risk aversion factor (r) of the individual is known. The relevant QP 
problem can be formulated as follows: 
Maximize utility: f [x)  = b'x + {r /k)x 'Qx 
subject to 
Gx < b 
X  > 0  
where b is a colurrm vector of net income from activities x, Q is a matrix that includes the 
variance covariance structure of incomes for activities x, G is the coefficient matrix for x 
activities in the linear functional constraints, and Ic is a scalar for standardization (13). A 
quadratic utility function and a negative risk aversion coefficient are two assumptions in 
utility maximization under an EV model (9, 24). Samuelson (18) showed that a risk-averse 
utility maximizer ultimately selects an EV-efficient set as long as outcomes are fully 
characterized by expected value and variance, i.e., outcomes are normally distributed. Only a 
few applications of EV analysis and quadratic programming on sire selection have been 
attempted (2, 3, 16, 19, 20, 21). Further discussion on the EV analysis is given in Paper 1 
and 2 that follows the literature review. 
13 
Frontier 
12 
Feasible Region 
V 
Variance of Income ($-) 
Figure 2. Expected income-Variance frontier and iso-utility curves of two 
individuals. 
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OPTIMIZATION OF SIRE SELECTION BASED ON INCOME AND 
RISK OF SIRE MERIT. L MAXIMIZATION OF GUARANTEED INCOME 
A paper submitted to the Journal of Dairy Science' 
C. M. B. Dematawewa", P. J. Berger^ and B. E. Melton"^ 
Abstract 
A discounted income and risk-based method was developed to aid dairy sire selection. 
Profit (discounted) generated from daughters' milk production was proposed as the suitable 
composite selection criterion to combine predicted transmitting ability (PTA) estimates for 
milk, fat, and protein yield and expected progeny difference (EPD) estimates for dystocia of 
sires. Steps to derive discounted profit (defined as expected income) for a sire with given 
PTA and EPD estimates were described. The profit derivation considered costs of semen, 
dystocia, heifer raising, and of production and maintenance of the daughter and income from 
her milk production. 
Variance of income from a sire depended on reliability of his PTA and EPD 
estimates. Total variance from a selected set of sires was defined as the risk. A quadratic 
programming (QP) procedure was developed to identify the best set of sires from a given 
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pool of sires ttiat meets a desired expected income goal with the minimum risk. The 
expected income-variance (EV) frontier included the minimum risk combinations of sires 
for all possible expected income levels. The set of sires at the maximum of the lower 95% 
confidence boundary of EV frontier was defined as the optimum set of sires to be selected, 
so that the optimum set maximized the 95% guaranteed expected income. The QP procedure 
provided the optimum percentage of cows to be mated to each sire in the selected set. 
Introduction 
Currently, genetic evaluations on milk, fat, and protein yields, type, and somatic cell 
scores are available to assist dairy breeders in dairy sire selection from USDA-DHIA animal 
model. Several indexes have been introduced to combine the breeding value estimates for 
these traits into an income estimate of a sire (H. D. Norman, 1995, Personal 
communication). Such an index, however, does not include threshold model sire evaluations 
of sires for dystocia, where a higher expected progeny difference (EPD) means higher costs 
associated with dystocia at the birth of the daughter (2). Breeders must weigh all of this 
information subjectively in selecting the best sires because no metiiod has been developed 
that combines all of the information into a single criterion. The net income of a sire (revenue 
minus cost) is a single criterion, in units of dollars, that combines breeding values from 
several traits. Dematawewa (6) and Dematawewa and Berger (7) have developed a dollar 
index to convert the EPD estimates of sires for dystocia into dollar costs. The dollar costs 
associated with dystocia and the values from the income indexes, however, are not directly 
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comparable because the two are realized at different time periods. The cost associated with 
dystocia for a sire is realized at the birth of his daughters. The income of the sire from his 
daughter's milk, fat, and protein yields is realized years later (from her first lactation and so 
on). Thus, proper combination of these indexes requires the application of discounted gene 
flow theory. Accordingly, any procedure to combine all of these traits should consider the 
discounted net income of sires instead of direct income. 
Risk Aspect 
Whenever future income is known with certainty, a legitimate decision criterion is to 
maximize discounted net income. In the case of sire selection, however, these outcomes are 
not certain; we only have estimates and expected values that are distributed with some 
variance (also estimated). Hence, a producer may (by statistical chance) get a much different 
result than expected. This variability introduces an element of risk which affects producers 
differently. Sires with low reliability are riskier to use than sires with high reliability. The 
common selection index approach based on economic weights, suggested by Hazel (16 ), 
does not account for a risk element. An index implicidy assumes a risk-free environment or 
at least that the breeders do not consider risk in their selection decisions (risk-neutral 
behavior). Neither is true in practice. Thus, a sire with near perfect reliability estimate is 
given the same selection emphasis by Hazel's index as a sire with very low reliability if 
breeding value estimates are the same. Because no proper method is available, 
incorporation of reliability values in sire selection decisions by breeders has been mostly 
dependent on individual breeder's risk acceptance (risk-loving, risk-neutral, or risk-averse). 
This has been the situation with, for example, the decision to use pedigree-tested young sires 
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versus progeny-tested proven sires. Procedures need to be developed that enable the breeder 
to select the best set of sires based not only on the breeding values but also on their 
reliabilities. Schneeberger et al. (25, 26,27) introduced the concepts of expected income and 
risk to selection of sires. 
To take account of the risk, the producer's decision criterion must be expanded from 
strict profit maximization to utility maximization where utility (U) is a function of expected 
income E(I) and the risk or variance of income, V(I),: 
U  =  u [ E { I \ V { I ) ]  
max 
where producers are assumed to favor more income to less, i.e. 
d U  
> 0 
d E U )  
The producer is then said to be risk averse if 
d u  
^ < 0 
dVU) 
which is the common case in agricultural enterprises (5, 8, 17, 22, 25, 26, 27, 30). 
Programining Background 
Many computer programs have been developed to aid breeders in selecting the best 
sires from a given set of sires, based on several selection criteria. Linear programming has 
been the favorite tool in finding the best sires that satisfy all the criteria of selection (1, 13, 
20, 21, 29, 31). In many cases, the best set of sires has been the one that produces the 
minimum semen cost satisfying a predefined minimum level of genetic superiority. In many 
of these programs, reliability has not been incorporated as a criterion for selection. Galligan 
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and Ferguson (13) used reliability of sires as a constraint where the selected set of sires 
should satisfy a minimum reliability standard. The recommended extent to which each 
selected sire is used for future matings, however, did not depend on its relative superiority in 
reliability compared with the rest of the selected group. Therefore, the method was not very 
efficient in terms of minimizing risk. The risk of not realizing the predicted income of a sire 
in the future can be defined as the variance of income. Then the programming problem can 
be defined to select the best set of sires that minimizes variance of total net income satisfying 
a given expected income level. Because the objective function is the variance of income (a 
quadratic function), this problem is best handled in quadratic programming (QP) (4, 12, 18, 
23, 25). 
Once the minimum variance for possible expected income levels were identified by 
using a quadratic program, plotting the expected income versus variance on a graph gives the 
expected value-variance (EV) frontier for the enterprise. EV frontier provides the best set of 
sires and associated minimum risk level for any given expected income level selected by a 
breeder. Also, the behavior of income and risk in alternative investment plans (e.g., 
management or breeding programs) can be analyzed using their respective EV frontiers (22, 
30). Schneeberger et al. (26) developed an EV frontier by using QP for a set of 285 Holstein 
sires from eight bull studs in the United States. Based on the EV frontier, the authors 
concluded that the best set of sires depends on the risk preference of individual producers. 
Rogers (24) reached the same conclusion based on utility functions of producers. Further 
development of the procedure was needed because it could not produce one probabilistically 
best set of sires. 
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The objectives of this study are: 1) to develop a procedure to combine PTA 
estimates for milk, fat, and protein yields and EPD estimate for dystocia of sires and their 
reliabilities in terms of expected income and variance of income of a sire; 2) to develop the 
EV frontier for a set of sires based on their expected income and risk; and 3) to develop 95% 
confidence limits for the EV frontier of the sires to define the best combination of sires that 
maximizes a 95% guaranteed future income. 
The proposed optimization method should combine breeding values and reliabilities 
of any given pool of sires and determine the best set of sires with optimum genetic merit and 
risk combination that maximizes the 95% guaranteed income. Also the procedure is intended 
to recommend to the breeder the optimum percentage of cows from the herd to be mated to 
individual sires based on their relative genetic merit and reliability. 
Methods 
Expected Income of Sires 
In a risk-free environment, individual breeders aim to maximize profit by selecting 
the best set of sires that gives the highest profit. The revenue of a dairy sire is generated 
mainly from its daughter's milk yield. Sires, superior in revenue potential, are the ones with 
higher genetic potential for milk, fat, and protein yield. All sires are assumed similar to each 
other in generating revenue through other sources such as sale of veal calves (males) or 
salvaging the daughters. Here, dams are assumed average for all sires. Daughters of superior 
sires may also generate higher costs (3,10). The costs associated with a daughter of a sire 
include semen cost, cost associated with dystocia at the birth of the daughter (dystocia cost). 
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cost of raising the heifer (heifer cost), and cost for maintenance and production of milk of the 
cow through her lactations (cow cost). Generally, semen cost and cow cost are higher for 
genetically superior sires compared with inferior sires. Dystocia cost of the daughter 
increases with the EPD estimate for dystocia of the sire. Thus, the best sires can be defined 
as those whose daughters generate the highest profits. FT A estimates for milk, fat, and 
protein yields and EPD estimate for dystocia of a sire eventually contribute to profit of the 
sire and the potential to generate profit can be used as the composite criterion for sire 
selection. Profit from a daughter at each year can be obtained from the following formula; 
Hi t  =  RVi ,  -  CSTi ,  .  [ I ]  
where IT it = profit from the daughter of the i''' sire at t"* year, 
RVj, = revenue from the daughter of the i'** sire at t^*" year, 
CSTi, = cost associated with the daughter of the i'*' sire at t"* year. 
The year of conception of the daughter is considered as the base year (t=0) throughout 
this procedure. Revenue from a daughter (RV,() is not generated until her first lactation 
(t=3). Thus, RVj, is zero for the first two years. When the daughter is at her mature 
equivalent production level, revenue of a sire from milk yield can be obtained by using an 
index of the following form: 
PTASj = <t)i * PTAmilki + 02*PTAfati + O3 * PTAprotein; [2] 
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where ETAS i is the revenue ($) of the i"* sire for his corresponding PTA; estimates for 
milk, fat, and protein yields (kg), and 0; 's are coefficients based on market prices of milk, 
fat and protein for the producer. Based on 1995 U.S. average prices of milk and its 
components, the coefficients used in 1995 USDA-DHIA active bull evaluations were 
0.120396, 1.2775, and 3.23789 (in S/Kg units) for, Oi, Oiand Oa, respectively (H. D. 
Norman, 1995, Personal conmiunication ). Similar to PTA estimates, the formula [2] 
expresses the revenue of a sire relative to the absolute revenue of an average sire in the 
population. Based on the same index weights, absolute revenue of an average sire (E/) in 
the population can be expressed as 
^ = 0,*"^ + * FT + (^J * 7 R [3] 
where ML, FT , and PR are average milk, fat, and protein yields (kg) of the base 
population. Thus, RVjt of the i'** sire at year t is 
RVii = a, (PTASi +^) . t=3,4,5 [4] 
where a, is the corresponding mature equivalent conversion factor for the (t-2)''' lactation of 
the daughter. Previous studies have used 0.81, 0.89, and 0.96 as the suitable mature 
equivalent conversion factors for first, second, and third lactations, respectively (26, 27). 
The cost at the base year (t=0), CSTjo, is the semen cost of the daughter of the i*'' sire as 
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CSTio = Semen cost j = SMPi * rrii. [5] 
where SMPj and m; are semen price and number of services per conception of a daughter for 
the i*** sire, respectively. 
At the birth of the daughter (t=3/4), dystocia cost is realized. Dematawewa (6) and 
Dematawewa and Berger (7) developed a dollar index (EPD$) to convert EPD estimates for 
dystocia of sires into cost associated with dystocia at the birth of a daughter. This index was 
based on the cost associated with dystocia scores (l=no problem,.., 5=extreme difficulty) and 
the probability to obtain each score at a given EPD estimate under a threshold model (2, 15). 
The cost of scores considered losses in production, fertility, cows, and calves due to dystocia. 
For the i"* sire, dystocia cost, EPDSj , is 
From year 2 onwards, heifer cost and cow costs are incurred. These values depend on 
management conditions and prices of input variables. The variable costs should include 
feed, labor, bedding, veterinary and health, fuel, hauling, utilities and repairs, DHIA 
accounting, and other miscellaneous costs. Cow cost varies with the milk production level as 
the nutritional and health requirements rise with the production. The algorithm of the sire 
selection program should include these variables. For a specific producer, costs at his or her 
CSTi3/4= EPD$i = 25.16 + 38.79*EPDi [6] 
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own herd or, less specifically, regional or U.S. average input costs can be used. These costs 
can be expressed as a function of revenue as 
CSTit = 0o + 01 RVjt , t= 3,4, 5,... [7] 
where 0o and 0i are estimated constants based on linear regression analysis on costs versus 
revenues of the herd. Many assume 0i to be in the range between 0.33 and 0.45 when true 
values are not available (22, 24, 25,28). USDA-DHIA sire evaluations assume 0i to be 
0.30 in their Net Merit index calculations (H. D. Norman. 1995. Personal communication). 
Then from formulas [1], [4], and [7], profit from a daughter of the i''' sire at year t becomes 
Because different costs and revenues of the daughter are generated at different time periods, 
the following formula can be used (11) to obtain the total profit from the daughter of the i'*' 
sire discounted to base year 0 (year of conception of the daughter): 
Hit =-00 +( l -0i)ai (PTASi +£/) , t=3,4,5 [8] 
[9] 
where NPVj 
Hi, 
= discounted total profit from the daughter of the i"' sire, 
= profit from a daughter of the i"* sire at year t. 
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^ = risk free real discount rate, 
L = length of the period of investment plan in years (e.g., year of last 
lactation of daughter relative to base year 0). 
The discount rate, , suggested here is real (zero inflation) and risk free (zero risk 
premium). Zero inflation is assumed with the assumption of constant input and output prices. 
Because risk is taken into account later as variance of income, zero premium was assigned in 
the expected income derivation. Many studies in the past have assumed discount rates that 
are too high (e.g., 10%) possibly including inflation rates and risk premiums, underestimating 
future net returns from dairy investments (26,27, 34). Elisk free real discount rate for the 
United States dairy industry has been approximately 3% for the past three decades (33, 36). 
For a sire with given PTA estimates for milk, fat, and protein yields, and EPD estimate for 
dystocia, the expected income in the future is defined as the discounted total profit from his 
daughter as 
Eli =[NPVi IPtASi,EPDi] . [10] 
Thus, the expected income of a sire is the discounted net income we expect based on the 
sire's estimates of genetic merit. The true income the breeder realizes in the future depends 
on the true genetic merit of the sire. For example, considering an investment period of 5 
years (up to the 3rd lactation of a daughter), expected income of the i"" sire can be easily 
derived as 
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CSTiq [25.16+ 38J9EPD-] Heifer Cost^ 
[NPVi I PTAS^.EPDJ (T^^f (T;^ 
-Qq -h (l-eQa^EPfAS; + 17] -0o + (l-0,)gJPfA$. +n] 
-  0 0  + (I  -  0,)  a^lPfAS.  + El]  
The procedure can be extended to include granddaughter's (and her daughter's) 
production where the value of PTA$ and EPD estimates becomes one half at each generation. 
The other parents and grandparents are assumed average for all PTA and EPD estimates. 
Previously, Schneeberger, et al. (26, 27) have used three generations of daughters in deriving 
the expected income of a sire. They considered semen costs and predicted difference for milk 
and fat values of sires only for their calculation of income. The expected income of sires 
derived through the current procedure, however, combines F*TA estimates for milk, fat, and 
protein, and EPD estimate for dystocia of a sire. Thus, it provides the breeder with a single 
criterion for sire selection based on yield traits and dystocia. 
Variance of Income of Sires 
The breeder seldom achieves the expected income level from a sire exactly as 
predicted because of 1) prediction errors associated with PTA and EPD estimates of the sire, 
and 2) future changes in prices of milk, fat, and protein and prices of inputs (e.g., feed etc.). 
Thus, variance of future income of a sire is a function of reliabilities of PTA and EPD 
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estimates and variance of input and output prices. A standard assumption in the theory of 
agricultural production under risk is that input prices are known in the beginning, hence 
constant (8, 22). Increase in output prices inflates income of all sires simultaneously. Thus, 
an increase or decrease in output prices does not change sire rankings in terms of expected 
income. Hence, it contributes little to sire selection. For the shorter production period (e.g., 
3 lactations) considered, constant output prices was assumed for simplicity; however, 
individual sires differ in their reliability of PTA and EPD estimates, and these contribute 
tremendously to their differences in future variance of income. Variance of true income of 
the i'*' sire, V(I)i, given its predicted genetic merit is 
V(I)i = Var [ NPVi I PfAS; , EPD J = Var { Xt—V ' ^ 
-0 (l + ^  ) 
Notice for the i"' sire, with PTA$,, and EPD, estimates and their corresponding reliabilities 
of Ri, Ti, respectively, the variance of true PTAS j and EPD i are 
Var [ PTAS i I PTAS. . EPD, ] = (1-Ri) [13] 
and Var [ EPDj I PTAS, , EPD, ] = a' (I-r, ). [14] L > ' ' ^ EPD ^ 
Similar formulas were appeared in (25, 26. 27). The covariance between PTAS and EPD 
values of a sire is near zero (32). Based on formulas [12], [13], and [14] variance of income 
of each sire can be obtained in terms of its reliabilities. For example, for the 5-year 
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investment period considered before (as in formula [11]), variance of the income of a sire is 
simplified to 
jO./y 2 f 38.79
\ 
OL^  [15] 
/ 
From Djemali et al. (9), = 0.0381 (std. deviation units), and based on variance estimates 
for PTA for milk, fat, and protein from (35) and formula [2], = 7462.12 $". For given 
risk free real discount rate and mature equivalent factors, the formula [15] simplifies to 
where and ^2 are known constants. Then the variance of income of a sire becomes a 
function of only the reliability estimates of the i"* sire. 
Expected Income-Variance Frontier 
Generally, a pool of sires is available to the breeder from which the best set of sires is 
selected. Each sire produces a certain income with a certain risk (variance of income). The 
selection goal is to find the best set of sires that maximizes the total income at a minimum 
total risk. Total risk is defined as the variance of total income from the selected set of sires. 
V(I)i =Q,(l-ri) + n2(l-Ri) . [16] 
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Total expected income from a selected set of sires depends on the expected income of each 
selected sire and number of daughters each sire produced. For a total of N daughters 
produced by a set of S selected sires, the total expected income is 
s 
E(D =X«, -E(Di .  [17]  
1=1 
where E(I) = total expected income of N  daughters, 
n, = number of daughters from the i"* sire, 
J 
and ~ ^• 
1=1 
Let us assume that a herd of 2N cows is required to produce N  daughters. For a given set of 
sires, the number of cows allocated to individual sires is important as it affects /i, values and 
thereby resulting in different total expected incomes. Similarly, the same E(I) value can be 
produced by different sets of sires depending on the number of dams allocated (number of 
matings) to each sire. 
Variance of total income, V(I), from the set of S  sires with a total of N  daughters is 
J 
Risk = V(D = Var { (X«, • NPV. I P T A S ,  ,  EPD; ) }  
/ = ! 
S S S 
= ^n j  'V( l ) i  +  2  Cov  d i ,  I j ) .  [18]  
/=! i>t 
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Thus, risk is a function of the set of sires selected and the number of matings to each sire. 
Covariance of incomes between two sires (Cov (Ij, Ij)) is a direct result of covariance between 
breeding values of sires and fluctuation of input and output prices. Under the assumption of 
a constant input-output price regime, the covariance of income between two sires is simply a 
function of their genetic relationship. 
Ideally, the best set of sires should produce the highest total expected income with the 
minimum variance of total income (minimum risk). In reality, the set of sires that gives the 
highest total expected income is seldom the set that gives the minimum risk. Formula [17] 
shows that many sets of sires can produce the same E(I) value. Quadratic programming 
helps to identify the best set of sires that produces the minimum V(I), out of all sets that 
produce a certain E(I). The possible range of E(I) values and their corresponding minimum 
V(I) values define the EV frontier for the pool of available sires. 
The common form of a quadratic programming problem is to 
Maximize f(X): s'x + ax'Vx 
subject to Ax < b 
X >0 
<= Objective function 
<;= functional constraints 
<= nonnegativity constraint. [19] 
where x is a vector of unknown activity levels (to be solved for), s is a known vector of 
expected income from x activities, V is the known variance covariance matrix of net income 
from X, and a is a known negative scalar risk aversion coefficient (4, 12, 18, 23, 26). 
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Our quadratic programming problem is defined as follows: 
tn fti tn 
Minimize: /?Kfc = V(I)= • V(I)i + 2 Cov (I;, Ij) 
1=1 t=l j>i 
m 
subject to: E(I) = X". ^ 
i=l 
m 
X", = 100 (=1 
n i ,  ^ 2 ,  r im ^  0 .  [20]  
where K is a predefined expected income level at the onset of the program, from the possible 
range of expected income levels. Here, the activity levels are n, values. The V(I)j, E(I)i, and 
Gov (Ij, Ij) are known constants for the pool of m sires. The objective is to find the best set 
of Hi values that minimizes V(I) (the quadratic objective function) maintaining E(I) not less 
than K. In interactive programming software such as LINDO (28), the simplex routine of the 
program iterates on values and stops when the minimum V(I) is found. The sire solutions 
( the best n, values) show the best level of usage for each sire that produces the minimum 
possible risk for the defined expected income level (K). Sires with zero n, values are culled. 
The selected set of sires is defined as the EV-efficient set. Running the program with 
different values of K can result in a different sets of sire solutions with different minimum 
V(I) values. Plotting the corresponding V(I) values against all possible values of K produces 
the  expec ted  va lue-var iance  f ron t ie r .  A  ske tch  o f  a  typ ica l  EV f ron t ie r  expec ted  under  our  
QP model (formula [20]) is given in Figure 1. The E(I) and V(I) combinations of all possible 
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sire solutions fall into the feasible region. Yet, only the EV-efficient sets determine the 
frontier. The highest (or the lowest) possible K occurs when all cows in the herd are mated to 
the sire with the highest (or the lowest) expected income (formula [17]). Reasons for the 
unique shape of the frontier (Figure 1) are discussed later. 
The EV frontier is unique to the pool of sires and the input and output prices used. It 
def ines  the  min imum r i sk  leve l  poss ib le  fo r  any  ta rge ted  expec ted  income (K)  (F igure  I ) .  
Individual producers may be satisfied with different expected income and risk combinations. 
Once the producer chooses a target expected income level (K), the program provides the best 
set of sires and their best usage level that provides the minimum risk. EV frontiers are often 
compared to find the least risky investment plan (22, 30). Different semen markets can be 
compared (e.g., a pool of active Holstein sires versus a pool of available Jersey sires or 
young versus proven sires, etc.) to recommend to the breeders the better choice in terms of 
income and risk. 
Reliability Margins 
A problem with sire selection based on EV frontier is that it does not give one best set 
of sires for all producers. The utility maximization approach used by Rogers (24) and 
Schneeberger et al. (26, 27) with the EV frontier showed different solutions for different 
producers and is based on subjective judgment (utility) of breeders. The reliability margin 
approach proposed here is a further extension of EV analysis and it produces a unique set of 
sire solutions for a pool of sires (e.g., active AI sires or young Al-sampling sires) without 
needing to know the breeder's preference for risk. 
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EV frontier provides the minimum possible variance of true future income for each 
predicted (expected) income level. We can define confidence limits for the true future 
income for a set of sires if we know the distribution of true future income given the predicted 
breeding values of sires. Distribution of the future income can be assumed normal based on 
the following facts. Currendy, the PTA estimates of sires for milk, fat, and protein yields are 
obtained by USDA-DHLA animal model sire evaluations. Therefore, the PTA estimates of 
sires are the best linear unbiased predictors of the true breeding values. The EPDs of sires for 
dystocia are standardized threshold model estimates (2, 15). Thus, PTA and EPD estimates 
are assumed normally distributed in the population. Total income of a set of sires is a 
function of PTA and EPD estimates of individual sires (formulas [10] and [17]). On this 
basis, for a given expected total income level (K), the true total income of the corresponding 
EV-efficient set of sires can be assumed normally distributed with the mean K and variance 
equal to the particular V(I) corresponding to K on the EV frontier. Under this assumption, 
confidence limits can be built for the true total income corresponding to each K, at any 
probabi l i ty  level ,  p (5) .  Expanding the  procedure  for  the  whole  domain of  K,  (p*IOO)% 
confidence intervals can be built for the whole EV frontier (Figure 2). The line that connects 
the lower 95% confidence limit of the EV frontier is defined as the 95% reUability margin. 
The interpretation of the reliability margin is that there is 95% probability that the future 
income lies above the 95% reliability margin (17). Thus, 95% reliability margin provides the 
95% guaranteed income for each level of K. provided the breeder uses the corresponding 
EV-efficient set of sires. The optimum E(l) value for the pool of sires is defined as the Ko 
value corresponding to the maximum point of the 95% reliability margin (see Figure 2). 
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Thus, aiming at the optimum E® (target income) provides the maximum of 95% guaranteed 
income. Different (p*100)% probability levels result in different reliability margins and 
consequently different optimum E(I) values. Imposing too high probability levels (e.g., 99%) 
may force the program to select unnecessarily more progeny tested sires (may be inferior in 
genetic merit but highly reliable) and very few young sires (may be superior in genetic merit 
but less reliable) that may lead to less young sire sampling and lower genetic progress. 
However, selecting much lower probability levels (e.g., 50%) can produce unnecessary risk 
jeopardizing the whole breeding program. Therefore, the 95% probability level is 
recommended as appropriate for sire selection. The EV-efficient set of sire solutions 
corresponding to E(I) = Ko is the optimum set of sire solutions that maximizes 95% 
guaranteed future income, hence the recommended set to the breeder. 
Discussion 
Generally, EV frontiers will have a positive slope indicating higher incomes 
associated with higher risks. The shape of the EV frontier produced under our QP model 
(formula [20]) is sketched in Figure 1. The unique shape is due to the constraint of 100 
daughters. Generally, at the same level of genetic merit, sires with higher risk (V(I)i) 
produce higher profit than less riskier sires. This is because semen of riskier sires (low 
reliability), on the average, is cheaper than of more reliable sires at the same level of genetic 
merit hence, the producer, on the average, pays less for riskier sires to get the same revenue. 
Generally, higher E(l) levels of the EV frontier are occupied by the sires with higher expected 
incomes. Because many of these sires are associated with higher risk, the resulting V(I) is 
higher. Similarly, lower E(I) levels of the frontier are accompanied by lower V(I) levels. At 
the extreme E(I) levels (upper and lower) specified, the QP program is forced to select the 
few sires with extreme expected incomes (formula [20]). The fewer sires used the higher the 
number of matings to them. Because V(I) is a quadratic function of «, variable, V(I) 
becomes higher at the extreme E(I) levels. This phenomenon leads to the specific shape of 
the frontier under our model. 
Expected income Ki corresponds with the minimum V(I) of the frontier (Figure 1). 
The implicit assumption of the EV frontier is that producers prefer high income and low risk 
to vice versa. On the EV frontier, for each V(I) on the left of Ki there is a similar V(I) on the 
right with higher expected income. Therefore, selecting a point to the left of Ki on the 
frontier is irrational hence called irrational section. All decision making (high income-high 
risk versus low income-low risk) is occurred on the rational section of the frontier. 
Higher risks at the extreme income levels of the frontier cause the reliability margins 
to reach an intermediate maximum. Thus, the QP program penalizes for the use of fewer 
sires because it is highly risky to depend entirely on one or few sires. Because of this 
penalization, any additional constraint on the minimum number of sires selected (e.g., 
constraint on maximum allowable rate of inbreeding) becomes unnecessary. As the risk 
term involves genetic covariances between sires (formula [18]) selecting genetically 
correlated sires increases total risk, V(l). Thus, the program tries to select more unrelated 
sires to minimize total risk. For example, suppose after selecting some crucial sires, the 
program has to select from three additional sires (X, Y, & Z) with identical expected incomes 
and reliabilities. Assume X and Y are related. Selecting X and Y increases total risk due to 
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the extra covariance term. Selecting only one of the three also increases risk as number of 
daughters per each sire (n,) is a quadratic function of risk. Thus, the program selects a 
combination of (X and Z) or (Y and Z) depending on their genetic relationship with the other 
crucial sires already selected. Tendency of the program to selected genetically unrelated sires 
also contributes to reduction in accumulation of inbreeding in the population. 
As far as sire selection is concerned, this procedure does not require highly precise 
input and output costs. Any change in input costs shifts the EV frontier along the expected 
income axis without any dramatic change in sire ranking and final sire solutions; however, it 
can affect the guaranteed value of future income. Some values of future input and output 
prices obtained through a reasonable prediction procedure can be used for improved 
precision. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis (19, 28) can be conducted to find the effect of 
changes in input and output prices on the solutions. 
Summary and Conclusions 
The procedure developed here uses discounted expected income from a daughter of a 
sire as the aggregate selection criterion to combine breeding values for milk, fat, protein, and 
dystocia of a sire. It can easily be extended to incorporate sire evaluation information from 
other traits. Various regions of the United States use different dollar indexes than the PTAS 
index for sire selection. The USDA-DHIA sire evaluations provide other indexes (e.g., net 
merit index) to incorporate the revenue potential of sires in terms of their predicted genetic 
merit for productive life and somatic cell scores, and product prices (H. D. Norman, 1995. 
Personal communication). These indexes can be easily built into the algorithm in place of the 
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PTA$ index or any other input-output price regime can be incorporated to suite specific 
needs. Two or more generations of daughters, instead of one, can be used to determine the 
income of a sire more precisely. 
The EV frontier incorporates the breeding value estimates with the respective 
reliabilities of a sire. It shows the minimum risk level possible for a specific total expected 
income level desired by a breeder. The quadratic program provides corresponding sire 
solutions for any desired expected income level. The solutions show the best sires to be used 
and also the percentage of matings to each sire to minimize risk. Thus the solutions are best 
in terms of minimizing variance of income. The procedure uses reliability estimates of sires 
in addition to their breeding values to determine the extent of their use. The desired 
expected income and risk combination may vary with the individual breeder, however, a 95% 
reliability margin provides a unique expected income level that breeders should target their 
goal toward, which would maximize 95% guaranteed income. 
The algorithm has the potential to be developed into user-friendly interactive 
software packages that can be used by consultants and breeders to aid sire selection. Once 
the set of available sires and input and output prices are entered at the breeders request, the 
program can provide the optimum proportion of matings to each sire. Then the breeder can 
plan the semen purchases accordingly. The QP based package should be more precise than 
currently available linear and integer programming packages for risk-efficient sire selection. 
Inclusion of maximization of guaranteed income as an option could improve the versatility of 
current QP based algorithms such as (4). 
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The optimization method developed here has wider applications especially for any 
problem involving risk and returns. Potential also exists to increase the precision of the 
method by incorporating output price fluctuations into the covariance matrix of income. 
Sensitivity analysis (19, 28) can be incorporated to determine the robustness of the sire 
solutions to change in an input-output price structure. 
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Figure 1. The typical shape of the Expected income-Variance frontier for the quadratic programming model in formula [20], 
Each point, K, on the E-V frontier (solid line) defines the combination of sires whose expected income has minimum total 
variance of income (V(I)3). Any other combination of sires for a given K falls into the feasible region, but has a higher total 
variance than the minimum (V(l)i, V(I)2 , etc.). Therefore, all other combinations are inefficient. For each V(I) on the left side 
(from Kj) of the frontier, there exists an identical V(I) on the right side with a higher expected income. Hence, the left side of the 
frontier is irrational to be considered. Decisions were made based on the rational side (right). 
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Figure 2. Diagram of 95% reliability margin (lower bound) development. 
The dark line represents the total expected income for a set of sires with given predicted breeding values. As the true total income 
of sires is distributed normally with the mean equal to total expected income, the lighter line indicates the 95% lower confidence 
limit for true total income (95% reliability margin). The expected income value (Ko) corresponding to the maximum of 95% 
reliability margin is defined as the optimum expected income to be targeted. 
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OPTIMIZATION OF SIRE SELECTION BASED ON INCOME AND RISK 
OF SIRE MERIT. U. YOUNG SIRE USE 
A paper submitted to the Journal of Dairy Science' 
C. M. B. Dematawewa", P. J. Berger^ and B. E. Melton'* 
Abstract 
A net income and risk-based optimization procedure was used to determine the 
optimum proportion of young sire matings that would maximize 95% guaranteed future 
income for a given a pool of sires. Expected income from a sire was defined as the total 
discounted revenue minus discounted cost associated with his daughter from her birth to the 
end of three lactations. Risk was the variance of future income of a sire, a function of his 
reliabiUty estimates. A model set of 36 sires (18 young, 18 progeny tested) representing the 
current U.S. Holstein population was considered. Four reliability levels (0.3 and 0.5 for 
young, and 0.7 and 0.9 for proven sires) and breeding value estimates for four traits (milk 
yield, fat %, protein %, and dystocia) differentiated the sires. On average, young sires were 
considered superior to proven sires by S30.65 in predicted transmitting ability for dollars. A 
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total of 100 daughters was expected to be produced by the sires. A quadratic program 
determined the best set of sires (and number of daughters by each sire) that minimizes risk at 
a given expected income. Lower 95% confidence intervals (95% reliability margin) were 
built for the expected income-variance frontier of sires. The optimum set of sires to be 
selected (and optimum number of matings)was defined as the one that maximizes the 95% 
reliability margin. Resulting optimum proportion of matings to young sires was about 36%. 
Introduction 
Defining the optimum percentage of cows to be mated to pedigree-tested young sires 
to maximize profits and minimize risk is a common problem for breeders. Greater use of 
young sires means more testing of young sires and consequently, higher rate of genetic 
progress in the population (5, 8, 22). Breeders are reluctant to use young sires because of the 
inherently low reliabilities associated with the breeding value estimates of young sires (14). 
Reliability of pedigree estimates of young sires has a theoretical maximum of 0.71 (11), 
whereas in practice the maximum possible reliability reaches about 0.67 (7). Most of the 
young sires have reliabilities in the range from O.I to 0.5 (1, 12). Thus, producers face higher 
risk of not achieving the predicted gain when they use young sires instead of proven 
(progeny-tested) sires. On this ground, AI studs sell semen of young sires at a very low price 
(mostly a flat rate) even when their estimated breeding values are higher than those of many 
proven sires. When both young and proven sires have the same predicted breeding value, a 
young sire gives higher expected income to the producer than a proven sire because of the 
low semen cost of the young sire (10, 13). The dilemma of the producer is deciding whether 
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to use a young sire with higher expected income, accepting higher risk, or to use a proven 
sire with a relatively low yet reliable expected income. Thus the problem becomes 
determining the best set of sires from a pool of sires (with various combinations of expected 
incomes and reliabilities), that maximizes expected income and minimizes risk. 
Dematawewa et al. (4) proposed an optimization method for sire selection in terms of income 
and risk. This method determines the best set of sires from a given pool of sires that would 
maximize a 95% guaranteed future income. 
The objective of this study is to determine the optimum proportion of matings to 
young sires, given a set of young and proven sires that maximizes a 95% guaranteed future 
income. The procedure described in Dematawewa et al. (4) will be applied to a resource pool 
of 36 sires (18 young and 18 proven) to solve the problem. Expected income and risk level 
of sires are calculated and expected income-variance (E-V) frontier will be derived for the 
sires. Finally, 95% lower confidence intervals (reliability margins) will be developed for the 
E-V frontier to define the optimum proportion of young sires. The formulas and procedure 
used here are well explained in (4). 
Methods 
Resource Pool of Sires 
A population of 36 sires was defined based on the range of breeding values for milk 
yield, fat percentage, protein percentage, and dystocia of the current United States Holstein 
population. The population consisted of two subpopulations, proven (progeny tested) and 
young (pedigree tested), 18 sires each. Averages of proven sire population for milk yield, fat 
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percentage, protein percentage and expected progeny difference for dystocia (EPD) were 
considered to be 8172 kg, 3.6%, 3.2%, and 0.0, respectively. Due to the occurrence of annual 
genetic gain (16), the young sire population was assumed, on average, superior to proven sire 
population in only predicted transmitting ability (PTA) for milk yield by 113.5 kg. Dystocia 
was included as a critical trait because potential dystocia problems with young sires is a 
reason for breeders to use fewer young sires. Sires of each subpopulation were divided into 
two groups (9 sires each) based on reliability of their breeding value estimates. The reliability 
estimates of the two groups (High- and Low-reliability) of proven sires were 0.9 and 0.7, 
respectively. Two young sire groups had reliability estimates of 0.5 and 0.3, respectively. 
The same reliability level was assumed for all four traits of a sire. The nine sires in each of 
the four reliability groups were coded as Average (AV), High-milk (HM), Low-milk (LM), 
High-fat (HF), Low-fat (LF), High-protein (HP), Low-protein (LP), High-dystocia (HD), and 
Low-dystocia (LD). Average sire had breeding values for all four traits similar to the averages 
of their respective subpopulation. Other sires were similar to the Average sires of their 
respective groups in breeding values for all traits except for their coded trait. High-milk (and 
Low-milk) sires were one standard deviation higher (and lower) in PTA for milk yield than 
their respective Average sires. High- and Low-fat sires were one genetic standard deviation 
higher and lower, respectively, than their Average sires in PTA for fat percentage. High- and 
Low-protein sires differed in PTA for protein percentage from their Averages by one genetic 
standard deviation. Finally, High- and Low-dystocia sires were different from the average by 
one std. deviation in EPD for dystocia (Table 1). Genetic standard deviations for milk yield, 
fat percentage, and protein percentage for the Holsteins in the United States were 765.54 kg. 
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0.2258%, and 0.101%, respectively (21). Genetic standard deviation for dystocia for 
Holsteins was 0.3904 standard deviation units (5). Returns from milk yield of their daughters 
is considered as the revenue from the sires. The formula [2] in (4) for revenue of sires was 
simplified to the following for 1995 U.S. average milk, fat, and protein prices (H. D. 
Norman, 1995, personal communication): 
PTA$i = $0.120396 PTAmUk i + $ 1.2775 PTAfat i + $3.23789 PTAprotein s. [ 1 ] 
where subscript i is for the i"* sire. Predicted U-ansmitting ability for dollars (PTA$) for the 
sires (Table 1) were obtained by using formula [1]. Sires with the same breeding values but 
different reliabilities had the same PTA$ value. Hence, there were eighteen different PTA$ 
estimates with two sires each (High and Low reliability) having the same PTA$ estimate 
(Table 1). For the same average prices, absolute revenue of the average of the proven sire 
population (El) was calculated according to formula [3] in (4). With the milk yield of 
8172kg and, 3.6% fat, and 3.2% protein, EI for the population was $2206.44. The value of 
expected income for the young sire population was $30.65 superior to that of the proven sire 
population (Table 1). 
Expected Income of Sires 
A planning period of five years (from the conception of a daughter to the completion 
of three lactations) was considered in deriving the expected income of sires. Expected 
income was defined as the discounted net income summed over five years. A regression 
analysis was conducted on 540 active Holstein AI sires from five major AI organizations to 
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obtain a prediction equation for semen price of proven sires. The dependent variable was 
semen price and the independent variables tested were estimates of PTA$ value and its 
reliability (R), expected progeny difference for dystocia (EPD) and its reliability (r) of sires. 
Effects of PTA$ and R on semen price were highly significant (P<0.01). The effects of EPD 
and r were not significant (P>0.05) hence excluded from the final analysis. The resulting 
prediction equation was 
SMPi= -0.08077 -0.01162 PTA$i+ 0.00014PTASj^ -i- 5.51019 Ri [2] 
where SMPi and R i were the predicted semen price and reliability of PTA$ values of the ith 
sire. The formula [2] accounted for 40 percent of the variation of semen price of sires (i.e., R~ 
= 40%). This formula was used to obtain the semen prices for the proven sires in the model. 
The PTA$ values of all active Holstein sires used were above $45.00. Thus the equation 
predicted semen prices of sires with PTA$ estimates below $40.00, poorly. The semen 
prices reached minima of $4.64 , and $3.53 at PTA$ value of $41.50 for 0.9 and 0.7 
reliabilities, respectively. These minimum semen prices were used for all proven sires with 
PTA$ values below $41.50. The five AI studs considered in the analysis have used a flat 
semen price for all young sires regardless of their pedigree estimates. Thus, an average 
semen price of $3.00 was assigned to all young sires. Five services per conception of a 
daughter was assumed. The cost of semen was obtained by multiplying the semen price by 
number of services per conception. Costs associated with dystocia of sires with different 
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EPD estimates were obtained from the EPD$ index formula [6] in (4) derived by 
Dematawewa (2) and Dematawewa and Berger (3). 
Cost associated with raising a heifer up to the beginning of her first lactation (heifer 
cost) and the cost of production and maintenance of the daughter through her first three 
lactations (cow costs) were derived based on the information from Lawrence and Judd (9) 
and W. W. Wunder (1995, Personal communication). The cow cost of a daughter varies with 
her milk production level. Lawrence and Judd (9) estimated the variable costs and fixed 
costs associated with a dairy cow of a large breed at 5448 kg, 6810 kg, 8172 kg, and 9534 kg 
production levels, for the Midwestern region. Variable costs included feed, labor, hauling, 
veterinary and health, bedding, fuel, utilities and repairs, DHIA and accounting , and other 
miscellaneous costs. The feed rations considered included com equivalents, com silage, hay 
equivalents, salts and minerals, a protein supplement, improved pasture, milk replacer and 
calf starter, etc. Total fixed costs consisted of costs due to machinery, equipment, facilities, 
interest, and insurance on herd, etc. The feed costs were based on NRC standard nutritional 
requirements (15) and the input prices were based on data from the Midwestern region for 
1993. Cost of raising a heifer at the end of 2 years in the investment plan was approximately 
$900.00. The prediction equation [3] of cow cost was obtained based on a linear regression 
analysis between Cow cost (the dependent variable) and the PTA$ estimate of the sire 
(independent) assuming an average dam of cow. 
Cow cost;, = $790,545 + $0.371288 [ a, (PTASi + E I ) ]  [3] 
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where. Cow costj, is the cost for maintenance and production of the daughter of the i''' sire, 
in her t"** lactation, Ot is the mature equivalent conversion factor for t"* lactation. Following 
Schneeberger et al. (17, 18) the mature equivalent factors considered for the first three 
lactations were 0.81,0.89 and 0.96, respectively. A 3 percent risk free real discount rate was 
considered based on (20,23). Then the formula [11] in (4) on expected income of a sire 
becomes 
5*SMP, [25.16 + 38.79 EPD,] 900 
E(Di ="(1 + 0.03)° ~ (1 + 0.03)'" "(1 + 0.03)^ 
-(790.J45) • + + • (1 + 0.03)' (1 + 0.03)^ (1 + 0.03) 
+ (l-0.371288)[PrA$,. + E I ]  0.81 0.89 0.96 (1 + 0.03)' (1 + 0.03)'' (1 + 0.03)^ [4] 
A A 
where E(I) j is the expected income of the i"' sire, EPD and PTA% are respective estimates of 
EPD for dystocia and PTAS of the i"* sire. For the High-reliability proven sires and High-
reliability young sires, the revenue, cost, and expected income calculations are illustrated in 
Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The resulting expected incomes of the 36 sires are in Table 4. 
Variance of Income of Sires 
Variance of future income of the i"" sire ,V(I) „ is the variance of discounted net 
income of a sire in future given its estimated genetic merit. Dematawewa et al. (4) showed 
that under a constant input and output regime, the conditional variance of future income of 
the i"' sire given his expected (estimated) income is a function of his reliability estimates of 
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the traits considered (formula [16] in (4)). For a variance of EPD of 0.0381 in standard 
deviation units (7) and a variance of PTA$ values of 7462.12 (21) with the mature 
equivalent and discount factors considered, variance of income of a sire for a 5 year 
investment period (formula [16] in (4)) is simplified to 
V(I)i =54.84 (l- r i )+  19450.52 (l-Rj) .  [5]  
where r j and R; are reliabilities of EPD and PTA$ estimates of the i*** sire, respectively. In 
our resource pool each sire had the same reliability for all four traits (i.e., r i = R;). Then the 
variance of income function of a sire is further simplified to 
V(I)i = 19505.36 (1-Ri). [6] 
Based on formula [6] the variances of income of sires for the four reliability groups (0.3,0.5, 
0.7, and 0.9) were 13653.752 9752.68 S\ 5851.608 1950.536 $-, respectively. 
The total expected income from the 36 sires, E(I), is 
36 
E(I) = ^ nj • E(I)i = noHAV'(276.79) + hohhm • (427.60) + + nyixp • (290.27) [7] 
/=1 
where ni is the number of daughters from the i"" sire. The four letter sire identification code 
used was as follows: 
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First letter O = proven, Y = young; second letter: H = High-reliability; L = Low-reliability; 
and last Two letters: AV = average, HM = High-milk-, LM = Low milk etc., with F,P, and D 
for fat, protein, and dystocia, respectively. 
Variance of total future income, V(I), for the sires was calculated from formula [9]in 
(4). The sires were assumed unrelated for simplicity and the formula became 
36 
Va) = J, n f. V(Di 
i=l 
= noHAv- .(1950.536) +noHHM- .(1950.536) + .... + nYLLp- .(13653.752). [8] 
Risk was defined as the variance of total future income of the herd and was expected 
to be minimized by quadratic programming for a predefined expected income level (K). A 
herd of 200 cows producing 100 daughters was assumed. The quadratic programming 
problem was formulated as follows: 
Minimize: V(I) = noHAv" - (1950.536) + + nvLLP" • (13653.752) 
subject to: 
E(I) = noHAv* (276.79) + + n yllp *(290.27) > K 
36 
£ n; = 100 
i=l 
ni.  Hi,  n36 > 0.  [9] 
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Under the linear programming framework of LINDO® (19) used to solve the problem, the 
quadratic objective function was required to be expressed in first order form including some 
additional constraints representing the first order Kuhn/Tucker/Karush/LaGrange conditions. 
A set of 36 additional first order constraints were formulated, one for each sire. The program 
iterated on nj values, by assigning different numbers of daughters to be obtained from each 
sire satisfying a predefined minimum E(I) and calculated the corresponding V(I) levels. 
Allocating more dams (consequently more daughters) to a sire with high reliability decreases 
the value of V(I). Many sires with high reliability (e.g. many proven sires), however, are 
associated with low expected incomes. Assigning all daughters to them can reduce V(I) 
dramatically, but may violate the minimum E(I) constraint hence may not be a feasible 
solution. The simplex routine of the program converged when it found the optimum set of 
number of daughters for the sires that gives the minimum possible V(I) level, and produces a 
total expected income above K. Changing the value of K resulted in different sets of sire 
solutions (nj values). The minimum and maximum possible K values were $12,333, and 
548,403, respectively. These were reached by assigning all dams to OHLM sire, and all 
dams to a combination of YHHM,and YLEM sires, respectively. EV frontier was 
developed for these sires by plotting V(I) for all possible K values within the range 
(Figure 1). 
Reliability Margins 
The procedure developed by Dematawewa et al. (4) was used to develop 90%, 95%, 
97.5%, and 99% reliability margins for the EV frontier. Normality was assumed for the true 
future total income given E(I). The level of E(I) corresponding to the maximum of the 95% 
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reliability margin (Ko in Figure 2) defined the optimum E(I) to be targeted in sire selection. 
Thus, the optimum E(I) value maximized the 95% guaranteed future income. For this E(I) 
level, the quadratic program provided the optimum sire solutions (the optimum number of 
daughters that should be obtained from individual sires to maximize the 95% guaranteed 
income). The total number of daughters (out of 1(X)) contributed by the young sires at the 
optimal solution determined the optimum percentage of young sire usage for this set of sires. 
Results and Discussion 
The specific reasons for using a model of 36 sires were: 1) to simplify the current 
United States Holstein population sufficiently to distinguish the differences in expected 
incomes of the sires with a range of breeding values and semen prices, 2) to show the 
economic importance of dystocia relative to primary production traits, and 3) to exemplify 
the use of the optimization method proposed by (4) to solve the problem of determining the 
optimum percentage of young sire use. 
Resulting income and risk of the model set of sires indicated some interesting features 
common to the current United States sire population. Sires in the High-milk category 
produced the highest incomes and the lowest incomes were from sires in the Low-milk 
category. Sires in Low-dystocia category, one genetic standard deviation superior to their 
corresponding Average sires in EPD estimates, exceeded the Average sires in income by 
about S7.41per lifetime production of heifer; however. High-milk sires exceeded their 
corresponding Average sires by an income of over SI 50. This comparison shows the 
economic importance of milk yield relative to dystocia as a criterion for sire selection. Many 
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producers show reluctance to use young sires because of potential calving difficulty 
problems. Our comparison shows that young sires with superior progeny averages for PTAS 
should be used more widely by producers instead of giving unnecessary emphasis to possible 
occurrence of dystocia. Low-reliability-proven sires produce higher expected income than 
High-reliability proven sires (within all nine categories) because of the low semen cost 
associated with Low-reliability group (Table 4). This is also true for the real population. For 
young sires, reliability was not a factor affecting semen price. Hence, both reliability groups 
(high and Low) of young sires had identical expected incomes under each of the nine yield 
categories. 
The expected income of an average young sire (YHAV or YLAV) is higher than that 
of an average proven sire (OHAV or OLAV) (Table 4). Because of the annual genetic gain, 
an average young sire is superior in genetic merit to an average proven sire. However, the 
market price of semen of an average proven sire is much higher compared with that of a 
young sire because of the differences in reliabilities. Moreover, all young sires are given a 
flat semen price irrespective of their breeding value estimates because of the low reliability of 
young sires. If the AI organizations price semen perfecdy weighing the differences in 
breeding values and reliabilities, the expected income of an average young and an average 
proven sire should be quite similar. Thus the results suggest that AI organizations overprice 
semen for reliability. 
Although young sires on the average produced higher expected incomes than proven 
sires, variance of their incomes were also higher. Thus, use of young sires was riskier 
relative to proven sire use. Similarly, at the same PTAS and EPD level. Low-reliability-
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proven sires had higher expected incomes and were associated with higher variances of 
income compared with High-reiiability-proven sires. 
The EV frontier for the 36 sires is in Figure 1. All possible sire combinations 
satisfying the constraints (minimum E(I), and nonnegative number of daughters) fell within 
the feasible region. The minimum variance combination of sires (and daughters) for each K 
determined the boundary (frontier). Higher K levels required high-income sires (in general, 
higher proportions of young sires). This resulted in higher variances. Low E(I) and low V(I) 
combinations predominantly consisted of proven sires. The lowest possible value of K 
($12,333) was determined by obtaining all 100 daughters from OHLM, die sire with the 
lowest expected income of $123.33 (Table 4). The highest income of $48,403 could be 
obtained by using the two sires (YHHM, and YLHM) with the highest expected income of 
$484.03 (Table 4), individually or together. According to formula [8], however, obtaining 
daughters from both decreases V(I) compared with using only one of the two sires to obtain 
all 100 daughters. Because of the specific values of reliability (0.5 and 0.3) of the two sires, 
for the particular expected income level, the minimum V(I) of 56890660 $" was reached by 
using YHHM and YLHM to obtain 58.33% and 41.66% of the daughters, respectively. 
The reliability margins develop»ed at each probability level are in Figure 2. The 99% 
reliability margin of income was lower than the margin of 90% reliability. Table 5 shows the 
optimum expected income level corresponding to the maximum of each reliability margin. 
At 95% probability level, a producer should aim at an expected income level (Ko) of 
$44,440.32. At this level, the producer will be 95% guaranteed to have an income greater 
than $38,783.30. Aiming at any other target level of expected income will result in a 95% 
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guaranteed income lower than $38,783.30 and hence will be inefficient at the 95% 
probability level. The optimum set of sire solutions corresponding to Kq was {noHHM = 
48.24, noLHM =17.79, nvHHM = 17.98, nYHHF = 0.57, HYHMP = 1-27, nytHM = 12.84, nYLHF = 
0.41 , and nvLHp = 0.90, with nj = 0 for all other sires }. The sum of the solutions was 100 
satisfying the second constraint in [9]. Any other mating assignment for sires increases the 
risk, and is hence inefficient. The numbers of daughters are percentages based on a total of 
100 daughters. If the breeding plan of a herd requires N number of daughters, then the 
optimum number of daughters for the i"* sire is ni*N/100. Rounding off of the final numbers 
to integers may be done for mating plans without dramatic increase in risk. Sum of the 
solutions over all young sires provides the optimum percentage of daughters to be obtained 
from young sires of the given pool. According to the optimum solution set, the optimum 
percentage of young sire use was about 34%, at the 95% probability level (Table 5). At a 
lower probability level of guaranteed income, such as 90%, about 43% of the dams should be 
bred to young sires (Table 5). 
The optimum proportion of young sires that maximizes 95% guaranteed income 
varies with the set of sires considered as a resource pool and other information used. The 
precision of recommendations on optimization of young sires to any given situation requires 
use of relevant input and output prices, information on the pool of available sires, and current 
discount rates. Hence, the recommendations may differ location-wise, for the same pool of 
sires. National or regional average values for inputs and outputs may be used when true data 
are unavailable. As described in (4) the procedure has the potential to increase precision by 
incorporating the relationship matrix of sires, and output price fluctuations. 
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Summary and Conclusions 
Optimization of young sire use requires consideration of net income as well as risk 
associated with sires because high risk is an integral part of young sires. Quadratic 
programming based optimization procedures best handle this problem. Risk preference 
varies with individual breeders. Knowledge of a breeder's preference for risk is not a 
requirement to choose sires from a pool of all available sires that will maximize income. The 
95% probability level of guaranteed future income, however, defines the set of sires and how 
frequently they should be used in a breeding program in the absence of knowledge about each 
breeder's preference for risk. Use of all currently available sires in the United States in the 
model with national average input and output prices and genetic relationship matrix is 
essential to recommend an average optimum proportion of young sire use for the whole 
population. 
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Figure 1. Expected income-Variance frontier for the resource pool of 36 sires (solid line). 
Expected incomes and corresponding variance of income of every possible combination of young and proven sires fall into the 
feasible region. The minimum variance combinations for each expected income level under the quadratic programming model 
determines the frontier. 
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Figure 2. Reliability margins at various probability levels. 
The value Ko defines the expected value that maximizes the 95% reliabilily margin. Aiming at K© expected income level will 
provide the maximum 95% guaranteed income. Hence, K© is the optimum income level. 
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Table 1. Profile of breeding values of the sires in the resource pool. 
Proven sires Young sires 
Yield 
category 
Sires 
milk 
yield 
PTA 
fat 
2.3.4 EPD' 
protein dystocia 
PTA$ Sires 
milk 
^^iel^ 
PTA EPD 
fat protein dystocia 
PTA$ 
Average 
High-milk 
Low-milk 
High-fat 
Low-fat 
High-
protein 
Low-
protein 
High-
dystocia 
Low-
d^stoci^_ 
OHAV, 
OLAV 
OHHM. 
OLHM 
OHLM, 
OLLM 
OHHF, 
OLHF 
OHLF, 
OLLF 
OHHP, 
OLHP 
OHLP. 
OLLP 
OHHD, 
OLHD 
OHLD, 
OLLD 
-kg — 
0 
O M 
-Cf'M 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2o^: 
-20-, 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2a\ 
-2c^. 
0 
0 
-SD— 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-a^D 
—kg— 
0.00 YHAV, AG^ 
YLAV 
103.21 YHHM, AG+0^, 
YLHM 
-103.21 YHLM, AG-O^m 
YLLM 
23.57 YHHF, AG 
YLHF 
-23.57 YHLF, AG 
YLLF 
26.73 YHHP, AG 
YLHP 
-26.73 YHLF, AG 
YLLP 
0.00 YHHD, AG 
YLHD 
0.00 YHLD, AG 
YLLD 
0 
0 
0 
2o^ P 
-2o\ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2<J^P 
-2o^P 
0 
0 
-SD— 
0 30.65 
133.86 
-72.57 
54.55 
6.74 
57.74 
3.55 
30.65 
-o^o 30.65 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Sire code: First letter: O = proven, Y = young; Second letter: H = high reliability, L = low reliability. Last two letters: AV = average, 
HM = high-milk, LM = low-milk etc., with F, P, and D for fat %, protein %, and dystocia, respectively. 
2^2 
a M = 0.5*genetic standard deviation for milk yield. 
'^2 
a F = 0.5*genelic standard deviation for fat percentage. 
4_2 
a p = 0.5*genetic standard deviation for protein percentage. 
'a'o = 0.5*genetic standard deviation for dystocia, 
''AG = difference in PTAmilk between the averages of the proven and young sire population. 
a\ vo 
Table 2. Derivation of discounted expected income for proven sires with 0.90 reliability. 
Year Item OHAV' OHHM^ OHLM OHHD OHLD OHHF OHLF OHHP OHLF 
Costs ($) 
0 Semen cost 23.20 25.85 23.20 23.20 23.20 23.20 23.20 23,20 23,20 
3/4th Dystocia cost 25.16 25.16 25,16 32.73 17.59 25.16 25.16 25,16 25.16 
3/4-3 Heifer raising 900.00 900.00 900.00 900.00 900.00 900.00 900,00 900,00 900.00 
3rd 1st lactation 1451.81 1482.74 1420.88 1451.81 1451.81 1458.87 1444,75 1459,82 1443.80 
4th 2nd lactation 1517.12 1551.11 1483.13 1517.12 1517.12 1524.88 1509,40 1525,92 1508.32 
5th 3rd lactation 1574.27 1610.93 1537.61 1574,27 1574.27 1582.64 1565.90 1583,76 1564.78 
Revenues($) 
0 - 3  ().{K) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 
3rd 1st lactation 1787.22 1870.82 1703.62 1787.22 1787.22 1806.31 1768,13 1808,86 1765.57 
4lh 2nd lactation 1963.73 2055.59 1871.88 1963.73 1963.73 1984.71 1942,75 1987.51 1939.95 
5lh 3rd lactation 2118.18 2217.26 2019.10 2118.18 2118.18 2140.81 2095,56 2143.83 2092.53 
Net profit (discounted) 
0 Semen cost -23.20 -25.85 -23.20 -23.20 -23.20 -23.20 -23,20 -23.20 -23.20 
3/4th Dystocia cost -24.61 -24.61 -24.61 -32.01 -17.20 -24.61 -24,61 -24.61 -24.61 
3/4-3 Heifer raising -848.34 -848.34 -848,34 -848.34 -848.34 -848.34 -848.34 -848.34 -848.34 
3rd 1st lactation 306.94 355.14 258.75 306.94 306.94 317,95 295,94 319.42 294.46 
4th 2nd lactation 396.81 448.23 345,39 396.81 396.82 408,55 385,07 410.12 383.50 
5th 3rd lactation 469.19 523.03 415,34 469.19 469.20 481,49 456,89 483.13 455,25 
Total Net Present Value 276.79 427.60 123.33 269.39 284.20 311.84 241,75 316.52 237.06 
'OHAV = Proven (O) highly reliable (H) average (AV) sire. 
"OHH!VI=Proven (O) highly reliable (H) high milk (HM) sire etc.; D,F,P are for dystocia, fat yield, and protein yield, respectively. 
Table 3. Derivation of discounted expected income for young sires with 0.5 reliability. 
Year Item YHAV' YHHM^ YHLM YHHD YHLD YHHF YHLF YHHP YHLP 
Costs ($) 
0 Semen cost 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 
3/4th Dystocia cost 25.16 25.16 25.16 32.73 17.59 25.16 25.16 25.16 25.16 
3/4 -3 Heifer raising 900 9(K) 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 
3rd 1st lactation 1461.00 1491.93 1430.06 1461.00 1461.00 1468.16 1453.83 1469.12 1452.87 
4th 2nd lactation 1527.21 1561.20 1493.22 1527.21 1527.21 1535.08 1519.34 1536.13 1518.29 
5th 3rd lactation 1585.15 1621.82 1548.49 1585.15 1585.15 1593.64 1576.66 1594.78 1575.53 
Revenues ($) 
0 - 3  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.(X) 0.00 
3rd 1st lactation 1812.04 1895.64 1728.44 1812.04 1812.04 1831.40 1792.68 1833.99 1790.09 
4th 2nd lactation 1991.01 2082.87 1899.14 1991.01 1991.01 2012.28 1969.73 2015.12 1968.89 
5th 3rd lactation 2147.61 2246.69 2048.52 2147.61 2147.61 2170.55 2124.65 2173.61 2121.59 
Net profit (discounted) 
0 Semen cost -15.00 -15.00 -15.00 -15.00 -15.00 -15.00 -15.00 -15.00 -15.00 
3/4th Dy.stocia cost -24.61 -24.61 -24.61 -32.01 -17.22 -24.61 -24.61 -24.61 -24.61 
3/4 -3 Heifer raising -848.34 -848.34 -848.34 -848.34 -848.34 -848.34 -848.34 -848.34 -848.34 
3rd 1st lactation 321.25 369.46 273.05 321.25 321.25 332.42 310.09 33.91 308.60 
4th 2nd lactation 412.08 463.50 360.66 412.08 412.08 423.98 400.17 425.57 398.58 
5th 3rd lactation 485.18 539.02 431.33 485.18 485.18 497.65 472.70 499.31 471.04 
Total Net Present Value 330.56 484.02 177.09 323.16 337.97 366.10 295.01 370.84 290.27 
($) 
'YHAV = Young (Y) highly reliable (H) average (AV) sire. 
^YHHM=Young (Y) highly reliable (H) high milk (HM) sire etc.; D,F,P are for dystocia, fat yield, and protein yield, respectively. 
Table 4. Expected income ($) of 36 sires. 
Sire group Reliability Average High Low High Low High Low High Low 
milk milk dystocia dystocia fat fat protein protein 
Proven High 276.79 427.60 123.33 269.39 284.20 311.83 241.75 316.52 237.06 
Low 282.29 434.57 128.83 274.89 289.70 317.34 247.25 322.02 242.56 
Young High 330.56 484.03 177.09 323.16 337.97 366.10 295.01 370.84 290.27 
Low 330.56 484.03 177.09 323.16 337.97 366.10 295.01 370.84 290.27 
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Table 5. Optimum expected income and proportion of young sire use that maximizes 
guaranteed income. 
Percentage of income guarantee 
90% 95% 97.5% 99% 
Optimum expected income $ 45290.86 44440.32 43927.03 43373.32 
(target value) 
Guaranteed income $ 40286.60 38783.30 37575.20 36243.60 
Optimum percentage of 
daughters from sires' 
OHHM 40.32 48.24 47.02 45.33 
OLHM 16.92 17.79 17.03 16.18 
YHAV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 
YHHM 24.94 17.98 16.01 14.26 
YHLD 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.81 
YHHF 0.00 0.57 2.20 3.41 
YHHP 0.00 1.27 2.76 3.84 
YLAV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 
YLHM 17.82 12.84 11.44 10.19 
YLLD 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.58 
YLHF 0.00 0.41 1.57 2.43 
YLHP 0.00 0.90 1.97 2.74 
Others 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Optimum percentage of 42.76 33.97 35.95 38.49 
young sire use 
Sire identification code is as in Table 1. 
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PART n. USE OF CLONING IN DAIRY BREEDING 
75 
BVTRODUCTTON 
Development of embryo manipulation technology offers another means of obtaining 
genetic improvement similar to artificial insemination in dairy breeding. In this part of the 
thesis, the embryo manipulation procedures developed so far are reviewed briefly with 
emphasis on cloning. The application of cloning in dairy breeding, its potential and problems 
are outlined. Paper 3 following the literature review investigates the accumulation of 
inbreeding in the population with the use of cloning and determines the genetic and economic 
gain possible with progeny testing schemes using clones. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Embryo Transfer 
Success in maintaining the viability of embryos outside the female reproductive tract 
has led to the development of many embryo manipulation techniques. The first recorded 
embryo transfer happened in 1890, when two embryos of rabbits were transferred 
successfully (25). However, rapid development of the technology with livestock occurred 
more recently. First reliable procedures of transfer involved general anesthetic and mid-
ventral laparotomy (22), and evolved to non-surgical transfer later (17). In 1987, 
Cunningham reported that embryo transfer was being used to produce a major proportion of 
young dairy bulls for progeny testing in many countries, such as Canada (58%), the USA 
(50%), and France (50%); the number is increasing (4). 
Embryo Recovery 
Success of multiple ovulation and embryo recovery depends on efficiency of 
controling estrus and ovulation, inducing superovulation and rinsing out embryos by passing 
a sterile medium through the uterus. First, follicle growth and multiple ovulation is induced 
by administering gonadotrophins e.g.. pregnant mare serum or follicle stimulating hormone. 
Then estrus is controlled by giving progestagen to extend luteal phase or prostaglanding to 
regress corpus luteum (10). Recovery could vary from 0 to 40 embryos, however, success is 
growing (12). As the harvest is small with this process, recovery of follecular oocytes (from 
laparoscopy or slaughtered animals) and in vitro maturation and fertilization have been 
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attempted successfully (35). Embryos are grown using a temporary recipient, such as sheep 
or rabbits (31) or in a culture (8) up to morula or blastocyst stage and then transferred to the 
bovine recipients. 
Embryo Sexing 
Determining the sex of the embryo before transfer enables a dairy breeder to obtain 
progeny with the desired sex. This could reduce the number of recipients required 
dramatically, as only one half of the recipients are needed with perfect sexing. With the 
increase in efficiency of sexing (less waste of embryos) the number of donor cows required 
also can be reduced to a lower limit of 50 percent, enabling the breeder to select dams more 
intensely (29). Many procedures have been attempted for sexing embryos, such as 
karyotyping, using H-Y antigen or sex-linked differences in enzyme activity, and most 
commonly detecting DNA differences of embryo biopsies. Detection of DNA differences 
may be based on using Y-specific probes or amplification of DNA sequences in male versus 
female embryos by polymerase chain reactions (2, 13, 20, 24). The DNA can be extracted 
from a few cells removed from an embryo in morula or blastocyst stage. This highly accurate 
procedure only requires about two hours hence, it can be incorporated into any breeding 
scheme involving embryo transfer. However, additional cost associated with laboratory 
procedures and waste of embryos of unwanted sex may be a concern (35). 
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Cloning 
Currently, production of a genetically identical set of individuals (a clone) from a 
single embryo is being attempted with some success in several laboratories (15, 30, 31). 
Commercial application of cloning enables the breeder to use the best dams extensively, 
similar to use of sires with artificial insemination. Currently, cloning can be achieved by 
blastomere separation, embryo splitting, or by nuclear transfer. 
Blastomere Separation and Splitting 
The cells of the early stages of embryo development (blastomeres) can be dissociated 
and allowed to develop independently (31). Also embryos, in a stage between two cells and 
early blastocyst, can be split in half to produce two successful embryos (I, 31, 33). The first 
successful embryo splitting to produce identical individuals in ruminants was reported by 
Willadsen in 1979 (30). The survival of the embryos is slightly reduced (5 to 10%) with each 
splitting . Leibo and Rail (15) reported bisecting over 400 embryos in a commercial 
application with about 52% conception rates. However, repeated splitting of embryos for 
commercial production of large clones is still difficult for several reasons. First, splitting 
cannot postpone the time that the embryo takes to reache the blastomere stage. The split 
embryos reach the blastomere stage at the same time that original embryo would have 
reached this stage. The second reason is that splitting into more than four parts affects 
normal development of the embryos (21) and reduces viability substantially (16). Thirdly, 
the ability of split embryos to withstand storage procedures (freezing and thawing) is much 
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lower than the intact embryo and so the transfer has to be carried out within the same day (11, 
14). 
Nuclear Transfer 
A more effective procedure for cloning than embryo splitting is to transfer nuclei 
from blastomeres to enucleated oocytes (32). If successful, the embryo will undergo normal 
development under the direction of transferred nucleus. The advantage is that nuclear 
transfer resets the biological clock of the embryo and the development of the embryo begins 
as a recently fertilized egg. Repetition of nuclear transfer from a selected individual can 
produce genetically identical individuals (clones). Successful transfer involves isolation of 
donor nucleus, removal of nucleus of the recipient embryo and transfer of the donor nucleus 
into recipient embryo without damaging the nucleus or recipient egg during the process. (32, 
36). Nuclear transfer has been able to produce live progeny in cattle, sheep, swine and goats 
(36) with low efficiency. A study by Smith and Wilmut (26) reported that 40 percent of the 
transferred sheep embryos had reached morula or blastocyst stage. Use of the nuclei from 
cells of the newly transferred embryo for further transfer is a future possibility (35). This can 
lead to development of large clones. A limitation of the procedure is that the source of the 
donor nucleus has to be an undifferentiated cell from another embryo. Differentiated embryo 
cells or adult cells cannot be used. Thus, cows identical to an elite dam cannot be produced 
from the dam at the moment, however, progeny clones can be produced from her embryos. 
Embryo sexing or semen sexing may be essential with production of large clones to ensure 
the clones are of the required sex. With the development of new storage techniques, some 
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embryos of the clones can be tested for their breeding values, while others are stored for 
future use. 
Application in Breeding Schemes 
Embryo transfer and cloning can be exploited in dairy breeding schemes in two 
different ways: 1) by establishing multiple ovulation and embryo transfer (MOET) nucleus 
schemes or 2) by incorporating into conventional progeny testing schemes. Many studies 
have been done on MOET nucleus schemes, since the idea has been proposed by Nicholas 
(18) and Nicholas and Smith (19), as recently reviewed by Ruane (23) and Dekkers (6). In 
progeny testing schemes, clones can be used to multiply elite sires or dams. Since cloning in 
cattle has already been achieved (3), development is required in the next two steps before 
extensive use is practical, which are repeated cloning to produce large clone families, and 
cloning after a period of storage (27). Some success has been achieved in both of these steps 
(3). De Boer and Van Arendonk (5) visualized establishing a nucleus and a commercial tier 
where female clones are used for faster dissemination of genetic superiority of the nucleus to 
the commercial population relative to using semen from the bulls in the nucleus. 
In a conventional progeny testing scheme, clones of young sires may be frozen while 
the sires are progeny tested. If selected, the clones can be used extensively without progeny 
testing individual clones. However, due to the time lag of the process, the selected clones 
will have to compete with future AI sires entering the market and thus the genetic superiority 
of the clone will be lost rapidly (9). Van Vleck (29) mentioned that the real potential of 
cloning is in mass producing the extremely superior cows. Again, testing the donors is 
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required before distributing the clones. Thus, technology should be developed to store 
embryos without loss of viability. 
Many authors have shown that the use of clones to increase accuracy is not effective 
(28, 29, 34). However, possible increase in intensity of selection of dams can be substantial. 
Van Vleck (29) pointed out that the genetic gains predicted from cloning may be incorrect 
due to possible violation of normal theory in extreme records. 
Inbreeding is a major concern with extensive cloning of few dams (or sires) (9, 29, 
35). Nicholas and Smith (19) showed that a genetic response of 1.32 phenotypic standard 
deviation units (equivalent to 13 years of annual genetic change obtained from conventional 
progeny testing schemes) could be achieved by selecting the best clone from a total of 1,000 
successful transfers. When the best is selected from 10,000 transfers, the corresponding 
genetic gain is equivalent to 17 years of conventional breeding schemes (19). However, the 
inbreeding depression in future generations associated with selecting only one or a few clones 
should be estimated before evaluating the net genetic gain from such a scheme. Woolliams 
and Wilmut (35) suggested use of clone families of size two to reduce inbreeding. 
Another problem with cloning is that selection of a few clones would reduce the 
genetic variance for further selection (7,29). Smith (27) and Nicholas and Smith (19) 
suggested selecting a large number of male and female clones and rebreeding them to 
establish a new population for further selection. This, however, would reduce the genetic 
gain substantially relative to selection of fewer clones, and the resulting genetic gain may not 
be sufficient to compensate for the heavy cost of the cloning scheme. Genetic and economic 
gain from production of clones under conventional progeny testing schemes should be 
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estimated to determine the break-even costs for cloning. These break-even costs will define 
the level that the total cost of cloning, storage, facilities and services should be lowered (the 
level the technology and management should be improved) before making cloning a viable 
option for current industry. 
Other possible uses of cloning may include estimating total genetic variance in the 
populations, testing genotype by environment interactions and testing and multiplication of 
transgenics (35). 
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INBREEDING DEPRESSION AND BREAK-EVEN COST OF CLONING 
A paper submitted to Journal of Dairy Science' 
C. M. B. Dematawewa^, and P. J. Berger^ ^ 
Abstract 
Long term inbreeding depression with cloning of dairy cattle was estimated. The 
number of clones selected varied from 1 to 1000. Genetic gain increased with selection of 
fewer clones. The selected female clones were mated with the best unrelated AI sires (0.1% 
selected) for 10 generations. The genetic superiority of clones at the end of 10th generation 
were approximately similar to their sires, irrespective of the number selected. Because 
achievement of further gain is difficult, random and rotational mating among clones were 
used for 10 generations. One fuII-sib male per female clone was used. Under rotational 
mating (avoiding full-sib mating), males were rotated among non-full-sib female clones. 
Selecting one clone provided the highest initial genetic lift (1848 kg) but inbreeding 
depression from 9 years of full-sib mating exceeded the initial lift. Hence, the claims of 
previous studies on high short term gain seemed invalid for long term. Rotational mating 
'Joumal Paper Number J-16846 of the Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment 
Station, Ames; Project Number 3366. 
-239C, Kildee Hall, Department of Animal Science. Iowa State University, Ames 50011 
^Author for correspondence. 
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produced lower inbreeding depression than random mating when few clones were selected 
(<8). Inbreeding coefficients with <50 clones were minimal (<5%). 
Genetic and economic gain with cloning and sexed semen on four paths of selection 
were also estimated. A discount rate of 0.04 on a 15 yr investment period was considered. 
The cost of sexing semen to obtain a heifer had to be below $35.52 per service to be 
profitable. Production of clones increased intensity and accuracy of dam selection. Break­
even cost (average economic gain in the dam of cow path relative to sexed semen without 
cloning) per clone reduced with more clones produced. Under the modem progeny testing 
schemes, the break-even costs per clone would be about $83.14, $64.98, $40.90 and $4.25 
with one, two, five and 100 clones produced per dam, respectively. 
Introduction 
Much of the genetic gain achieved so far in dairy cattle has been due to wide use of 
best sires through artificial insemination (9, 39). Optimum use of AI in large populations 
could provide 2.0 to 2.5% genetic gain per year (39). One major constraint to further increase 
in rate of genetic improvement has been lower reproductive rates of cows. With the success 
in embryo splitting and transfer in ruminants (27, 46) proposed ways to use the technology to 
reach higher rates of genetic gain. Embryo transfer can be utilized through incorporation into 
progeny testing schemes or establishing nucleus herd schemes. In progeny testing schemes, 
an extra 2 to 15% of total genetic response is possible by using embryo transfer (ET) to 
produce young sires for progeny testing (8, 16, 18,23, 29). About 15 to 30% of total genetic 
response is possible by using ET in dams-of-cows -pathway (8, 25). Later Nicholas and 
Smith (28) expanded the proposal of Nicholas (27) to define two transfer schemes- Juvenile 
and Adult. In these schemes, males and females are selected at early stages of their life based 
on a parent index. About 80% higher genetic progress is expected from these schemes 
compared to conventional progeny testing. The higher rates of improvement are achieved by 
reducing the generation interval at a slight loss in accuracy of selection. Continuous splitting 
of embryos to develop large clones of genetically identical individuals was also proposed 
(28). Many have indicated the possibility of higher inbreeding m future generations with ET 
and cloning may outweigh the genetic gain (7, 14, 34,39,47). Nicholas and Smith (28) 
showed three steps of genetic improvement with cloning; 1) 4 years of improvement from 
selecting best parents of embryos; 2) selection and extensive production of best clones; and 
3) Reduction of generation interval. They showed that selection of the best clone of 125 and 
830 clones and its extensive use should provide a genetic response equivalent to 13 and 17 
years of conventional progeny testing, respectively. The effect of long term inbreeding 
depression with such a system of cloning as in Nicholas and Smith (28) and the number of 
clones necessary to keep inbreeding at a minimum are unknown. 
Higher costs associated with cloning and ET are another problem. Van Vleck (39, 
40) and Gramling (15) showed that costs need to be drastically reduced for embryo transfer to 
be profitable to produce replacement heifers. 
The objectives of this study are to: I) examine the severity of long term inbreeding at 
various number of clones selected with constant number of transplants; and 2) determine the 
break-even costs associated with use of cloning in dams of cows pathway. 
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Methods 
Severity of Inbreeding 
To estimate short and long term inbreeding depression in milk yield associated with 
cloning, a scheme of 1000 successful female embryo transplants was considered. Embryo 
sexing or sexed semen was assumed to be used to obtain the female embryos. The number of 
clones and the number of individuals tested per clone were varied keeping the total number 
of transplants constant. The formulas [1] and [2] developed by Nicholas and Smith (28) 
following Robertson (33) were used to obtain the optimum number of tests per clone and 
optimum number of clones to be selected to maximize the genetic gain under the constant 
total number of transplants. 
NH-
2 p { z - x p )  
2 p x - z  
[ I ]  
where, C = number of clones selected. 
H" = broad sense heritability. 
N = total number of transplants. 
p = proportion selected. 
= ordinate of the std. normal distribution corresponding to p, and 
= deviate of the std. normal distribution corresponding to p.  
Then, 
n C  = p N  [2] 
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where n is the optimum number of individuals per clone (28, 36). The number of clones 
selected was varied from 1 to 1000 and the mean genetic superiority of the selected clones 
(initial genetic lift) was derived assuming a broad sense heritability of 0.3 (Table 1). The 
selected female clones were assumed to be inseminated by the semen of the best active AI 
sires (0.1% selected) for 10 generations. The genetic superiority of semen was 1.515 in 
phenotypic s.d. units where the assumed intensity and accuracy of selection of sires were 3.37 
and 0.90, respectively. The genetic and phenotypic standard deviations for milk yield in the 
population (Gg and Cp) were 7(X).3 kg and 1400 kg, respectively (44). Within each clone 
line, the sires used were of the same genetic superiority but unrelated. Thus, inbreeding is 
avoided for 10 generations. The genetic superiority of the progeny clones at each generation 
was obtained by using the following formula: 
AG® = initial genetic lift of the clones, and 
AG, = genetic superiority of the AI sires used. 
At the 10th generation, the progeny clones had almost reached the genetic superiority of their 
sires (Table 1). Berause further mating to the AI sires does not provide significant genetic 
[3] 
where AG'c = genetic superiority of the progeny clones at t"* generation. 
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gain, two systems of mating among clones (random and rotational) were considered to utilize 
genetic variation due to Mendelian segregation effect. For both systems, one full-sib male 
clone per female clone was used to maximize effective population size and reduce inbreeding 
(13). 
Random Mating Under this system males and females were randomly mated 
(the probability of a full-sib mating is inversely proportional to the number of clones 
selected). Following Kempthome (22), the inbreeding in the t''' generation (F,) for the full-
sib clones under random mating is 
F, = 
1 1 
AN 
1+^-2 
/ 2 
1 1 
AN_ AN 
r-l [4] 
f J 
where Nm and Nj are numbers of male and female clones, respectively. Consequent 
inbreeding depression at the t"* generation (G,) is 
Gt 100 * a * Ft [5] 
where a is the loss in milk yield with each 1 % increase in inbreeding coefficient. Recently, 
Sigurdsson and Jonmundsson (35) observed a reduction of 0.22 to 0.39 percent of the mean 
in milk yield with one percent increase in inbreeding for Icelandic dairy cattle. For North 
American dairy cattle, researchers have found the reduction in milk yield with one percent 
increase in inbreeding is in the range of 21 to 23 kg (17, 20, 21,43,49). Based on these 
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estimates, the inbreeding depression conversion factor, (X, was assumed to be 21.8 kg for this 
study. By using formula [5], inbreeding depression was estimated for the 10 generations of 
random mating of clones. 
Rotational Mating To reduce inbreeding by avoiding full-sib mating (especially 
when few clones are involved) while keeping the number of full-sib male and female clones 
constant, a rotational mating design was considered (Figure 1). Under this, each male full-sib 
clone is mated to a non-full-sib female clone (zero probability of full-sib mating). Similar to 
random mating system, progeny clones were tested and two full-sib clones (a male and a 
female) were selected from each family (within-family selection). The selected male clones 
are again mated to the selected non-full-sib female clones. Thus, male clones are rotated for 
10 generations and inbreeding coefficients were calculated following (13). The consequent 
inbreeding depressions (by formula [5]) of the two systems were compared with the genetic 
gain achieved in the first 10 generations. 
Economic Gain from Cloning 
Cloning has the potential to produce genetically extremely superior sires, dams, or 
replacement heifers in multitudes under the regular A1 or MOET schemes. The extra 
economic gain from producing clones comes through the additional genetic gain in milk yield 
realized from cloning through the four paths of selection namely sires of sires (SS), sires of 
dams (SD), dams of sires (DS), and dams of dams(DD). Because the reproductive rate of 
dams is a limiting factor under regular AI, cloning is considered to contribute substantially to 
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increase in genetic gain through the DS and DD paths. The extra gain by using clones to 
produce sires (gain through SS and SD paths), however, was deemed marginal (39) because 
sires are ahready selected with high accuracy and intensity levels under regular AI. In this 
study, the extra genetic gain by increase in accuracy, and intensity of DS and DD paths with 
cloning was considered under an optimal AI scheme and a modem progeny testing scheme. 
Twelve different alternative scenarios were considered in assessing the genetic and 
economic gain through cloning (Table 2). First five altematives involved regular AI, embryo 
transfer, and semen sexing with no cloning and were used for comparison with genetic and 
econoniic gain by using cloning under altematives 6 to 12. Bumside et al. (6) discussed 
theoretically optimum levels of selection possible for large dairy populations. They showed 
that the accuracies in each path could be increased to 0.90,0.83,0.70, and 0.70, for SS, SD, 
DS, and DD paths, respectively. Possible percentages of selection for the respective paths 
were 0.25%, 1.3%, 1%, and 4.5%. Also the theoretically possible generation intervals (6) 
were 6.5,5.5, 2.5, and 4.5 yr, respectively. An AI scheme maintaining these theoretically 
optimum selection levels (optimal AI scheme) was considered as the basis (Alternative 1) for 
comparison. The genetic gain from running the optimal AI scheme completely using sexed 
semen to obtain male and female calves was considered in Alternative 2. Use of sexed 
semen reduced the number of dams required (percent selected in DS and DD paths) by one 
half (assuming perfect sexing). Generally, fewer bull are expected to be required with sexed 
semen. However, the percent of bulls selected was kept the same as in Alternative 1 
assuming an inefficient process of sexing of semen leading to some loss of semen during the 
process requiring more bulls. The third alternative included the gain from a successful 
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transfer of 10 embryos per dam under the optimal AI scheme (no sexing of semen or 
embryos; 1:1 male to female calf ratio). This reduced the dam requirement in DS and DD 
paths to one tenth of that in alternative 1. As the process of embryo transfer becomes more 
efficient, fewer bulls may be required for the AI scheme. Alternative 4 considered using 
fewer bulls (one half of the bulls in SS and SD paths compared with the alternative 3). 
Alternative 5 considered using the fewer bulls option and ET with sexed semen 
simultaneously. This reduced the dam requirement further (by one half compared with 
alternative 4). These five scenarios were first compared by Van Vleck (39) under a less 
rigorous selection scheme. In that study, animals were assumed to be selected at lower 
intensities (4%, 20%, 6%, and 90% selected at SS, SD, DS and DD paths, respectively) with 
lower accuracies (0.79,0.79,0.65, and 0.65, respectively) and the corresponding generation 
intervals were higher (7,7, 5, and 5 yr, respectively). Thus, the genetic and economic gains 
from the optimal scheme considered here are expected to be higher than those from Van 
Vleck (39). Genetic and economic gain from these five alternatives were compared with 
alternatives 6 to 12 where cloning takes place in DS and DD paths with sexed semen. The 
number of successful clones produced per dam varied from 1 to 100. A successful clone was 
defined as a female clone of the dam surviving through splitting, transfer, and the duration of 
its intended use. The duration of use of a clone can be zero yr or until it produces the 
intended number of records depending on the altemative. In alternative 6, only dams of 
dams produced clones, but in altemative 7, dams in both DD and DS were considered to 
produce successful clones. However, no lactation record of clones was considered available 
at the selection of the dam. This is likely to be the case at the early stages of a cloning 
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scheme before the dynamic equilibrium of the scheme is reached. Alternatives 8 and 9 were 
similar to altematives 6 and 7, respectively except the clones provided single records for 
selection of dams in addition to the information already available on the dam and her other 
relatives (increased accuracy of dam selection). A scenario where the clones produce only 
single records while the dam has more than one record takes into account the delay in the 
process of cloning in a less efficient cloning scheme. Alternative 10 considered a more 
advanced situation where clones have three records each at the time of the selection of their 
dams. 
The estimates on current dairy populations (6,24, 31, 38,41) show that the efficiency 
of selection in the real dairy populations is far from the optimal level considered in 
Alternative 1. Based on these estimates, altematives 11 and 12 considered the genetic and 
economic gain from cloning under a selection scheme closer to the current progeny testing 
schemes in modem dairy populations. The selection differentials (= accuracy x intensity x 
CTG) considered were 890, 600, 300, and 89 kg for SS, SD, DS, and DD path, respectively. 
The accuracy of the dams without clone records was assumed to be 0.65. The generation 
intervals considered were higher than the optimal (9, 8, 7, and 5 yr, respectively). For 
alternative 11, the clones were considered to produce single records at the stage of dam 
selection. In alternative 12, each clone contributes three records at dam selection. All dams 
were required to produce clones in altematives where records of clones were used for dam 
selection. Otherwise only selected dams were used to obtain clones (to reduce the waste of 
clones). The number of clones per dam was kept constant among the contributing dams. Sex 
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of the embryo was considered to be known perfectly before their mass propagation into 
clones. 
As more clones were produced per dam, the percentage of selection of dams in each 
path (DS and DD) reduced proportional to the number of successful clones per dam in the 
respective path. Following Rendel and Robertson (32) extended from Dickerson and Hazel 
(11), the rate of genetic gain through the four paths of selection for the jth alternative, AGj. 
is: 
hs, Pss, ho. PsD, •*" 'd5. PsD, ^DD, PDD \^C 
AG, = ^i^^ 1 , y=l,2,3 12 [6] 
[^SSj •*" ^DS, ^DD, J 
where /, p, and L are intensity, accuracy, and generation interval for each selection path, 
respectively. 
Accuracy of Dam Selection with Cloning Accuracy of dam selection increased 
with lactation records from her clones. When the selection of dam is based on an index 
/ = X, + b. X. [7] 
where X, is the mean of n lactation records of the dam and X, is the mean of p records each 
of m clones of the dam, the solutions to the index weights bi and b2 takes the following form 
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1+ (n  — l )r  -I-I 
b-, 
n 
H' 
H' 
1+ (p- l )r+  p ( m - l ) H '  
mp 
h' 
[81 
where and r are the narrow sense heritability and repeatability of milk yield and the 
accuracy of selection becomes 
PG.C = + ^ 2 [9] 
With zero clones, the accuracy of the dam simplifies to the well known 
I 
Total genetic variance (additive + dominance + epistatic) was considered as the covariance 
between clones (with H~ = 0.3). However, environmental covariance and effect of 
cytoplasmic inheritance could contribute to higher phenotypic covariance among clones (36) 
reducing the accuracy of dam selection slightly. (If these additional factors are considered, 
then H' term in formula [8] simply has to be substituted by the new covariance term divided 
by total phenotypic variance.) For alternatives I to 7 under the optimal AI scheme, the 
accuracy of DS and DD paths was assumed to be 0.70, based on all information available on 
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dam and her relatives (no clones). This is equivalent to a dam having 49 lactation records 
(i.e., solution to n in formula [10] for ^ = 0.70, h' = 0.25, and r = 0.5). To obtain the 
accuracy of dam selection with information on p records of m clones in addition to currently 
available information on dams (Alternatives 8 to 12), the variable n for the formulas [8] and 
[9] was substituted by its equivalent of 49 records. Then the accuracy of dam selection with 
single records on m clones (for alternatives 8, 9, and 11) in addition to information from other 
relatives was simplified to 
G.G 
1 3.33 + m 
6 . 8 7  + 1 2  m  
[11] 
Economic Gain from Dams of Dams Path 
Break-even cost of clones was assessed from the genetic gain through use of cloning 
to produce replacement heifers (DD path). Following Van Vleck (39), genetic contribution 
of the DD to the replacement heifer for the j"* alternative, when she is producing m successful 
female clones, AGH„ , is 
AG// = (05) Poo . m = I, 2, 3 100; ; = 6, 7 12 [12] I m,  m, 
and the corresponding economic gain in the replacement heifer and her descendants, NPV^ , 
IS 
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NPV„^ = AGH„^ P m= 1,2,3 100;y = 6,7 12 [13] 
where $ is the net value ($/kg) of milk after all costs were deducted, and jS is a discount 
factor developed by Everett (12), used in (39,42) that converts the economic gain to a net 
present value for a given planning horizon under actual (instead of age adjusted) production 
and survival probabilities of cows and her descendants at each lactation. A cow was 
considered to have 8 lactations. The probabilities of survival assumed from first to eighth 
lactation were 1.00,0.82,0.68,0.52,0.34,0.25,0.16, and 0.11, respectively. The inverse of 
Holstein age adjustment factors: 0.73, 0.85,0.95,0.98,0.99, 1.00, 1.00, and 1.00, were 
assumed to be used to convert mature equivalent (expected) milk yield into actual milk yield 
for first to the eighth lactation, respectively (12). Under these assumptions, for a 15 year 
investment period considered at a discount rate of 0.04, the value of /3 became 5.29 (12, 39). 
A lower discount rate, relative to 0.10 used in (39), was assumed because the discount rates 
for agricultural enterprises during the past 30 years were reported to be less than 0.05 (37, 
45). Based on US average milk prices (H. D. Norman, 1995. Personal conmiunication)and 
Bath and Sosnik (2), the net value per kg of milk was considered to be $0.1 l/kg. The break­
even cost per clone for the j"* alternative, BE^ , was defined as the average economic gain 
(net present value) in the selection path per clone relative to zero cloning and sexed semen as 
follows: 
BE =  {NPV„ -NPV^  ) lm  , / « = ! ,  2 ,  3  1 0 0 ;  ;  =  6 ,  7 ,  . . . ,  1 2  [ 1 4 ]  
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The added value for the clone for the jth alternative, , was defined as the extra 
gain in net present value in the selection path for the j''' alternative by producing the m'^ clone 
relative to producing m-1 clones, as 
= NPV„^ - m = 1, 2, 3,100; y = 6, 7 12 [15] 
Results and Discussion 
Inbreeding Depression 
For the number of clones selected varying from 1 to 1000, the optimum number of 
clones to be tested and optimum number of individuals per clone that maximizes initial 
genetic lift are in Table I. Theoretical number of tests per clone increased with fewer clones 
selected. As clones cannot be selected in fractions, the corresponding integer solutions were 
used as the practical optimum number of tests per clone. Because more individuals can be 
tested per clone (higher accuracy) with higher proportions selected (higher intensity), 
selection of fewer clones resulted in higher initial genetic lift. When the number of clones 
selected was 162, the optimum number of tests per clone was equal to 1. Selecting more than 
162 clones required the optimum number of tests per clone to be between zero and one. 
Because this is impossible, the practical minimum number of tests was set to be one. This 
reduced the initial genetic lift even further for the range of clones selected between 162 and 
1000. 
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The dramatic genetic gain of 1.32 <Tp indicated by Nicholas and Smith (28) with 
selecting one best clone from ICXX) transplants was comparable to the initial genetic lift of 
1848.2 kg in Table 1. Regardless of initial genetic lift, the genetic gain of the clones after 10 
generations of mating to the best AI sires (0.1 % selected) was approximately similar to the 
genetic superiority of the sires (2120.8 kg.) for every number of clones selected (Table 1). 
Starting a breeding program with a higher initial genetic lift (selecting fewer clones) only 
leads to reaching the plateau of genetic gain earlier than starting with a lower initial lift 
(selecting more clones). 
The two mating systems proposed for further genetic progress have resulted in 
different levels of inbreeding depressions with time (Tables 3 and 4). When one clone is 
selected from 1000 successful transfers, both random mating and rotational mating resulted 
in the same inbreeding depression levels because it is essentially 100 percent full-sib mating. 
When one clone is selected, the inbreeding depression from 9 generations of full-sib mating 
(= 1872.8 kg) will exceed the initial genetic lift. At the 20th generation (10 generations of 
full-sib mating), the population reached 88.6% inbreeding resulting in about 1931.3 kg of 
loss of milk yield per lactation. By the 27th generation (10 generations of mating to the best 
AI sires plus 17 generations of full-sib mating), the inbreeding depression would exceed the 
initial genetic gain reached by 10 generations of matings to the best AI sires (2120 kg in 
Table 1) making the whole breeding program futile. Moreover, at these higher levels of 
inbreeding, the possible losses in fertility and viability, risk of exposing harmful genes of the 
clones, and reduction of genetic variation could jeopardize the whole breeding scheme. 
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Thus, the impressive genetic gain expected by (28) that was equivalent to about 13 years of 
gain from progeny testing schemes seems unrealistic in the long run. 
Selecting a large number of clones, however, could reduce inbreeding substantially, at 
the expense of initial genetic lift. When the number of clones selected is between two and 
eight, the rotational mating system consistendy provides lower inbreeding depression for 10 
generations (Table 4) than random mating (Tables 3). However, when more than 8 clones are 
selected, random mating is consistently better than rotational system from the 12th generation 
onwards. 
Currendy inbreeding is not a serious problem in dairy catde. Studies on many dairy 
populations have shown inbreeding coefficients to be less than 5 percent, e.g., for U.S. 
Holsteins (1, 3, 21,48, 50); U.S. Jersey (21), Canadian Holsteins (20, 26), Canadian Jersey 
(26), UK Holsteins (4) and Icelandic dairy cattle (35). This study shows that inbreeding 
coefficients can be kept below 5 % if more than 50 clones were selected (Table 3). Thus 
inbreeding is not likely to be a major problem in the long run if a large number of clones 
were used (probably >50). Genetic trend may continue widi full-sib mating due to the 
presence of Mendelian segregation effect. Complex methods are needed to derive the long 
term genetic trend with reduction in genetic variance with time and possible violation of the 
assumption of normality. However, these issues are unlikely to affect the conclusions made 
here on inbreeding depression, dramatically. 
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Genetic and Economic Gain 
The efficient selection scheme considered in the optimal AI scheme has the potential 
to produce a genetic gain of 257 kg of milk yield annually without the use of new embryo 
manipulation technology (Table 5). Results on the realized rates of genetic gain reported on 
modem AI schemes in the US ranged from 21 to 98 kg/yr (19, 24, 30, 38). Results on Italian 
dairy population, however, showed much higher rates (e.g., 173 kg/yr) (6). Under a less 
rigorous selection scheme of AI used in the calculations of Van Vleck (39) resulted in 
genetic gain of 99 kg/yr. Thus, these results show that an efficient AI scheme has the 
potential to produce more than twice the current rates of genetic gain realized in modem AI 
schemes without the help of embryo manipulation technology. Emphasis on traits other than 
milk yield, non random mating, preferential treatment, lower than possible selection 
intensities and higher generation intervals particularly in the SS path are some reasons for not 
realizing the optimal gain (6,41). 
Use of sexed semen under the optimal scheme reduced the number of dams required 
to produce bulls and cows resulting in an additional genetic gain of 23.49 kg/yr (= 280.75 -
257.26 in Table 5). The increased selection intensity in DD path resulted in an extra $97.57 ( 
= 5125.37 - S27.80) in the net present value of mating to the selected DD to obtain a heifer. 
Following the estimation procedure used by Van Vleck (39), the cost of sexing semen to 
obtain a heifer under the optimal AI scheme has to be less than $35.52 per service to be 
profitable (assuming S10 per regular service, 6 services to obtain a heifer, three services with 
sexed semen and three services with inexpensive semen, and a $7 per service with 
inexpensive semen). A successful transfer of 10 embryos per dam to obtain bulls and cows 
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resulted in an extra genetic gain of 58.31 kg/yr. The increase in ±e net present value of 
mating to the selected dams due to ET compared with no transfer was $222.24 (= $250.20 -
$27.80 in Table 5). Use of a half of the sires as an optimal AI (with efficient use of semen) 
with ET increased the genetic gain further by 11.89 kg/yr. Finally, use of ET with few bulls 
and sexed semen showed the possibiiity (at least theoretically) to reach a genetic gain of 340 
kg/yr. 
Increase in selection intensity with cloning in DD and DS paths and consequent 
genetic and economic gains are in Table 6 (Alternatives 6 and 7 from Table 2). Production of 
100 clones per dam was considered as a realistic upper limit for cloning in the future. A 
perfect determination of sex of the embryo was assumed possible before mass production of 
clones. This is essential considering the cost of cloning process. The genetic gain of 280.75 
kg/yr with zero clones (first row of Table 6) is equivalent to the genetic gain with sexed 
semen (Alternative 2) in Table 5 because both options were essentially the same. Production 
of 100 clones in DD path could increase the genetic gain up to 333.57 kg/yr. Additional 
production of clones in DS path increased the gain further by 31.79 kg/yr ( = 365.36 -
333.57). The gain through DD path ( 52.82 kg/yr = 333.57 kg/yr- 280.75 kg/yr) with 100 
clones compared to zero cloning was higher than the additional gain from producing 100 
clones at DS path. This is because of the higher reduction in the proportion selected in DD 
path relative to DS path. The break-even costs of producing clones in DD path considered 
the economic gain only from DD path , therefore they were the same for alternatives 6 and 7. 
Under alternatives 6 and 7, the cost of producing single clones should be less than $64.62 to 
be profitable. If 100 clones are produced, the average cost per clone should be less than 
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$2.92 to be economically viable. If 99 clones are being produced, the lOO"* clone has to be 
produced at a cost less than $0.46. Break-even costs per clone (average economic gain per 
clone relative to zero cloning) decreased with increase in number of clones produced 
although the total economic gain (NPV^^) increased consistently. Added value per clone 
followed the same pattern. This is because with increasing number of clones, the intensities 
and accuracies (if clone records are used) tend to increase at a decreasing rate. 
Consequently, the total economic gain follows the theory of diminishing returns common in 
agricultural enterprises (10). If NPV^ is expressed as a function of number of clones 
produced, break-even cost represents the mean and added value is the first derivative of the 
function evaluated at the given number of clones. 
Inclusion of single records of clones in dam selection improved accuracy of dam 
selection from 0.70 to 0.80 when producing up to 4 clones and up to 0.90 with 1(X) clones 
(Table 7). These results also followed the law of diminishing returns (10). Improvement in 
accuracy from alternatives 8 and 9 increased the genetic gain and net present value of the 
mating resulting in an increase in the break-even costs per clone and added values per clone 
(i.e., the value of making the last additional clone) compared with alternatives 6 and 7. 
However, alternatives 8 and 9 require producing and maintaining clones of all dams until the 
first records of clones are available while in alternatives 6 and 7, clones are produced only 
from selected dams. The additional cost of producing clones from relatively inferior dams in 
alternatives 8 and 9 may outweigh the additional economic gain achieved through increased 
accuracy relative to alternatives 6 and 7, unless the cost of cloning is reduced substantially. 
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Many other authors also thought that use of ET to improve accuracy may not be justified due 
to possible high cost (8,15, 18,39,40). 
Table 8 shows a much advanced scheme of cloning under alternative 10. Use of three 
lactation records of clones increased accuracy of dam selection even fiirther compared with 
alternatives 8 and 9. The result is the highest rate of genetic gain and highest economic value 
of clones in all alternatives. However, use of three records of clones instead of single records 
(alternative 9) has not added much to the already high accuracy of dam paths. Under the 
assumptions used, accuracy of dam in formula [9] reaches a theoretical upper limit of 0.9129 
with number of clones per dam approaching infinity, when three records per clone are used 
(alternative 10). The same upper limit is approached when a single record per clone 
(alternative 8 and 9) is used but the rate of approach is lower than that of alternative 10. 
Therefore, if higher number of clones are expected to be produced per dam, then single 
records of clones can be used for dam selection instead of three records without sacrificing 
much accuracy. The generation intervals used here to obtain genetic gain were the same for 
all alternatives. In practice, however, generation intervals of alternatives that require 
records of clones could be much longer than those of the other alternatives. This may be true 
particularly when using three records per clone. The extra rate of genetic gain achieved from 
a slight increase in accuracy may be lost due to the increase in generation intervals. 
Furthermore, obtaining three records instead of single records from clones of unselected 
dams could contribute to the cost considerably. 
Alternatives 11 and 12 that considered selection intensities and accuracies similar to 
current AI schemes showed much lower rates of genetic gain than those from the alternatives 
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1 to 10 (Table 9). The gains from all four paths using 100 clones per dam in alternatives 11 
and 12 (< 179 kg/yr) were the least among all alternatives. However, the genetic gain in the 
DD path with the two alternatives were higher than those with alternatives 6 and 7. This is 
because use of records of clones in alternatives 11 and 12 surpassed the initially high but 
constant accuracy of 0.70 of alternatives 6 and 7. Consequently, clones from altematives 11 
and 12 had higher economic values than those from altematives 6 and 7. Under current 
progeny testing schemes, if four clones per dam are intended to produce then the total cost of 
cloning and transfer has to be less than $42.67 per clone if one clone record is used and 
$46.42 if three records per clone is used. Under altematives 11 and 12, one hundred 
successful clones should be produced under $422 and $425, respectively. 
The highest economic value of a clone is produced under alternative 10 by producing 
one clone per dam ($80.72 in Table 8). Therefore, cost of cloning has to be lowered at least 
below $80 to make it economically viable. The possible changes in selection parameters in 
SS and SD paths or the changes in generation intervals with cloning may contribute to 
slightly different genetic and economic gains. A possible violation of the assumption of 
normality with production of large number of clones also may contribute to somewhat 
different results. Some noted that accuracy of sire evaluation may decrease with cloning 
because fewer daughters will be tested per bull (8, 18). However, accuracy of dam could 
increase dramatically in the long run with information available from clones of the dam, of 
the progeny, and of the mother of the dam, etc. The costs may include maintaining the stud 
owned cloning facilities, allowances for producers buying clones and services or 
transplanting under contracts with studs etc., depending on the operational scheme. Smith 
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(36) discussed implications of cloning in beef cattle breeding schemes. Currently, the cost of 
technology exceeds the break-even costs estimated in this study. However, with efficient 
cloning and transfer techniques being developed, producing four or eight clones 
commercially per selected dam is not beyond feasibility. 
Conclusions 
Until recently cloning of bovine embryos was thought impracticable. New techniques 
developed, however, have made splitting a routine part of embryo transfer with survival rates 
reaching 60% (5). Cloning of embryos up to 32-cell stage is becoming a practical possibility 
before year 2000. Higher survival rates in freezing and thawing is essential and still lacking. 
Selection of very few elite clones and production into huge clone families is risky and 
practically infeasible. Our study, however, shows that producing about 50 clones per dam 
even in a small population can keep inbreeding rates below 5%. The techniques need to be 
improved to reduce the cost per clone drastically (at least below $85) to be economically 
viable in modem AI schemes. 
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Figure 1. Rotational mating system with 3 selected clones. Males and females with the 
same letter or number are full-sibs. At each generation, one male and one female clone are 
selected (within family selection) and rotationally mated with other clones avoiding full-sib 
mating. 
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Generation Clone 1 Clone 2 Clone 3 
10 
11 
12 
Table 1. Initial genetic lift' by selecting the best clones from 1000 transfers and gain after mating to the best sires for 10 generations. 
Number of Optimum number of Number of Initial Genetic gain 
clones tests/clone clones genetic at 10th 
selected theoretical practical tested lift generation" 
(kg) 
1 7.5 8 125 1848.2 2120.6 
2 6.3 6 167 1693.7 2120.4 
3 5.7 6 167 1600.3 2120.4 
4 5.3 5 200 1532.5 2120.3 
5 4.9 5 200 1479.9 2120.2 
10 3.9 4 250 1312.6 2120.1 
20 3.0 3 333 1141.3 2119.9 
50 2.0 2 500 914.1 2119.7 
100 1.4 I 1000 736.9 2119.5 
200 0.9 1 1000 587.8 2119.4 
500 0.4 1 1000 335.0 2119.1 
1000 0.2 1 1000 0.0 2118.8 
Solutions to formulas [ 1 ] and [2]. 
"Based on formula [3]. 
Table 2. Alternative breeding schemes considered with cloning in dam paths'. 
Alternative 
Optimum selection with no clones'" 
1 Optimum A1 scheme with no cloning. Percentage .selected for SS, SD, DS, and DD paths are 0.25%, 1.3%, 1.0%, and 90%, 
respectively. 
2 Optimum AI .scheme with sexed semen. One half of the number of dams from Alternative 1 is needed. 
3 Optimum AI with 10 successful female embryos produced per dam. Dam requirement is I/IO"' of Alternative 1, 
4 Embryo transfer with few sires. One half of the sires (relative to Alternative 3 is needed). 
5 Embryo transfer, sexed semen with few sires. One half of dams (relative to Alternative 4) is needed. 
Optimum .selection, with sexed semen and cloning""'' 
6 Only DD have clones. Records of clones are not available at DD selection^. 
7 Both DD and DS have clones. Records of clones are not available at dam selection\ 
8 Only DD have clones. Dam-clones have single records at DD selection. 
9 Both DD and DS have clones. Dam-clones have single records at dam selection. 
10 Both DD and DS have clones. Dam-clones have three records each. Few sires are used (as in AUernative 4). 
At current selection levels with sexed .semen and cloning''. 
11 Selection of dam when her clones have single records. 
12 Selection of dam when her clones have three records each. 
SS = Sires of sires, SD = Sires of dams, DS = Dams of sires, DD = Dams of dams. 
^Generation intervals assumed were 6.5, 5.5, 2.5, and 4.5 yr for SS, SD, DS, and DD paths, respectively. 
^Accuracies assumed when no cloning were 0.90,0.83,0.70, and 0.70 for the four paths, respectively. 
''Selection in sire paths are as in Alternative 2. 
•''Selection differentials (intensity x accuracy x Oo) for the four paths assumed were 890, 300, 600, 89 kg with no clones and no 
sexed semen. Corresponding generation intervals were 9, 7, 8, and 5, respectively. When zero cloning, accuracy of dams is 0.65 and 
percent selected at DS and DD were 23% and 90%, respectively. 
Table 3. Inbreeding depression in milk yield with time under random mating of full-sib clones'. 
Number of 
full-sib Generation 
clones 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
(Kg) 
1 0.0 544.8 817.2 1089.6 1293.9 1464.2 1600.4 1711.0 1800.4 1872.8 1931.3 
2 0.0 272.4 476.7 664.0 830.0 977.9 1109.6 1226.8 1331.2 1424.2 1506.9 
3 0.0 181.6 332.9 474.2 604.5 724.9 836.0 938.7 1033.5 1121.1 1202.0 
5 0.0 109.0 207.0 300.7 390.0 475.0 555.9 633.0 706.5 776.5 843.1 
10 0.0 54.5 106.2 156.8 206.1 254.2 301.1 346.9 391.5 435.1 477.6 
20 0.0 27.2 53.8 80.0 105.9 131.5 156.8 181.8 206.4 230.8 254.8 
50 0.0 10.9 21.7 32.4 43.1 53.7 64.3 74.8 85.3 95.7 106.1 
100 0.0 5.5 10.9 16.3 21.7 27.1 32.4 37.8 43.1 48.4 53.8 
200 0.0 2.7 5.4 8.2 10.9 13.6 16.3 19.0 21.7 24.4 27.1 
500 0.0 1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.4 6.5 7.6 8.7 9.8 10.9 
1000 0.0 0.5 1.1 1.6 2.2 2.7 3.2 3.8 4.4 4.9 5.4 
'Based on formulas [4] and [5] with a = 21.8 kg. 
Table 4. Inbreeding depression in milk yield with time under rotational mating of full-sib clones. 
Number of 
full-sib Generation 
clones 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
(kg) 
1 0.0 544.8 817.2 1089.6 1293.9 1464.2 1600.4 1711.0 1800.4 1872.8 1931.3 
2 0.0 0.0 272.5 409.8 545.0 675.8 800.1 911.2 1013.7 1107.4 1192.5 
3 0.0 0.0 136.3 237.6 331.4 422.9 510.1 593.0 671.4 745.6 815.3 
4 0.0 0.0 136.3 204.9 272.5 340.1 405.5 466.5 525.4 584.2 638.7 
5 0.0 0.0 136.3 204.9 263.8 320.5 372.8 422.9 470.9 516.7 560.3 
>9 0.0 0.0 136.3 204.9 263.8 318.3 366.2 409.8 449.1 486.1 518.8 
' Inbreeding coefficients were converted to depression in kg by using formula [5] with a = 21.8 kg. 
Table 5. Predicted genetic and economic gain under an optimum A1 program and with embryo transfer and sexed semen. 
Selection path' 
SS SD DS DD Annual 
Assumed accuracy 0.90 0.83 0.70 0.70 Genetic Gain through DD path 
Assumed generation interval (yr) 6.5 5.5 2.5 4.5 Gain^ Genetic^ Economic" 
Breeding scheme 
—(kg/yr) — — (kg) — — ($) — 
Optimum AI program^ 
Selected percentage 0.25 1.3 1.0 90.0 257.26 47.78 27.80 
Selection intensity 3.105 2.634 2.665 0.195 
Sexed semen^ 
Selected percentage 0.25 1.3 0.5 45.0 280.75 215.45 125.37 
Selection intensity 3.105 2.634 2.891 0.879 
Optimum A! with embryo transfer^ 
Selected percentage 0.25 1.3 0.5 10.0 315.57 429.98 250.20 
Selection intensity 3.105 2,634 3.366 1.755 
Embryo transfer with using few sires'* 
Selected percentage 0.125 0.65 0.1 10.0 327.46 429.98 250.20 
Selection intensity 3.304 2,807 3.366 1.755 
and using few sires^ 
Selected percentage 0.125 0.65 0.05 5.0 
Selection intensity 3.304 2.807 3.554 2.062 
340.22 505.19 293.97 
VO 
SS = Sires of sires, SD = Sires of dams, DS = Dams of sires, DD = Dams of dams. 
"Ba.sed on formula [6]. 
•^Based on formula [12] with Oq = 700 kg. 
''Based on formula [13] with P = 5.29 for a 15 year investment period under 0.04 discount rate. Net value of milk was 0.11 $/kg. 
5,6.7.8, and ^y\|iernativcs 1, 2, 3,4, and 5 in Table 2, respectively. 
Tabl£6^__Genetic^ncl_economic^ainJVomjclonin^^ 
Genetic gain through 
No. of Percent selected Selection intensity foui_£aths^______ Gain from cloning in DD path 
clones DS DD DS DD AG| AG2 Genetic' NPV' per clone 
B-E cost^ Added value® 
(k)Vyi) —(kg)— ($) 
0 0.5000 45.00 2.89 0.88 280.75 280.75 215.45 125.37 • • • • • • 
1 0.2500 22.50 3.10 1.33 292.43 297.91 326.51 189.99 64.62 64.62 
2 0.1667 15.00 3.22 1.55 298.15 306.67 380.75 221.56 48.09 31.56 
3 0.1250 11.25 3.30 1.70 301.86 312.52 416.06 242.10 38.91 20.55 
4 0.1000 9.00 3.37 1.80 304.59 316.84 441.97 257.19 32.95 15.08 
5 0.0833 7.50 3.42 1.89 306.73 320.25 462.32 269.03 28.73 11.84 
10 0.0455 4.09 3.58 2.14 313.38 331.11 525.48 305.78 18.04 5.54 
20 0.0238 2.14 3.75 2.39 319.83 341.90 586.77 341.44 10.80 2.58 
50 0.0098 0.88 3.96 2.71 327.87 355.45 663.16 385.89 5.21 0.94 
100 0.0050 0.45 4.12 2.93 333.57 365.36 717.27 417.38 2.92 0.46 
'SS = Sires of sires, SD = Sires of dams, DS = Dams of sires, DD = Dams of dams. Intensity and accuracy were 3.105 and 0.90, -
for SS path and 2.634 and 0.83 for SD path, respectively. Accuracy of DS and DD paths were 0.7 (Alternatives 6 and 7 in Table 2). ° 
^ Ba.sed on formula [6]. AGi = Alternative 6 (intensity in DS path = 2.89), AG2 = Alternative 7. 
•^Based on formula [12] with Oq = 700 kg. 
''Ba.sed on formula [13] with (5= 5.29 for a 15 year investment period under 0.04 discount rate. Net value of milk was 0.11 $/kg. 
^Break-even cost per clone = average NPV per clone compared with no cloning. 
''Added value of the i"' clone = extra gain in NPV by producing the i"* clone. 
Table 7. Genetic and economic gain from cloning through four paths of selection with single records of clones'. 
Genetic gain through 
No. of Accuracy of Jbinjwths^ ^ainJYomclonin^inMD^ 
clones DS and DD AGj AG^ Genetic NPV per clone 
B-E cost^ Added value^ 
(ku/yi) —(kg)— ($) 
0 0.70 280.75 280.75 215.45 125.37 
1 0.74 294.20 303.77 343.24 199.73 74.36 74.36 
2 0.76 301.66 317.45 414.10 240.97 57.80 41.23 
3 0.78 306.89 327.32 463.79 269.88 48.17 28.92 
4 0.80 310.91 334.95 501,99 292.11 41.68 22.23 
5 0.81 314.16 341.12 532.88 310.08 36.94 17.98 
10 0.84 324.61 361.08 632,18 367.87 24.24 8.83 
20 0.87 334.87 380.46 729.59 424.55 14.96 4.07 
50 0.89 347.17 402.99 846.51 492.58 7.34 1.39 
100 0.90 355.44 418.03 925.01 538.26 4.13 0.65 
SS = Sires of sires, SD = Sires of dams, DS = Dams of sires, DD = Dams of dams. Intensity and accuracy were 3.105 and 0.90, 
for SS path and 2.634 and 0.83 for SD path, re.spectively. Intensity of DD is as in Table 6. (Alternatives 8 and 9 in Table 2). 
"y 
Based on formula [6]. AG3 = alternative 8 (intensity and accuracy of DS path are 2.89 and 0.70, respectively), AG4 = alternative 
9 (intensity of DS is as in Table 6). 
"^Based on formula [12] with Oq = 700 kg. 
''Based on formula [ 13] with ft = 5.29 for a 15 year investment period under 0.04 discount rate. Net value of milk was 0.11 $/kg. 
•^Break-even cost per clone = average NPV per clone relative to no cloning. 
^Added value of the i"' clone = extra gain in NPV by producing the i"' clone. 
jrable^8^^_Genelic^and^conomic^ain^from^^ records per clone and few bulls'. 
Genetic 
gain from 
No. of Accuracy of four ^^GainJYomcloningjn 
clone.s DS and DD paths^ Genetic NPV ^^^^^perclone^^^^ 
AGs B-E cost Added value 
-(kg/yr)- - (kg) - ($) 
0 0.70 292.63 215.45 125.37 • • • • • • 
1 0.76 319.49 354.17 206.09 80.72 80.72 
2 0.79 334.85 431.13 250.87 62.75 44.78 
3 0.81 345.42 483.82 281.54 52.06 30.66 
4 0.83 353.29 523.38 304.55 44.80 23.02 
3 0.84 359.47 554.73 322.80 39.49 18.25 
10 0.87 378.58 652,18 379.50 25.41 8.50 
20 0.89 396,39 744.56 433.26 15.39 3.83 
.'iO 0.90 417.03 854.78 497.40 7.44 1.32 
100 0.91 431.14 929.81 541.05 4.16 0.63 
SS = Sires of sires, SD = Sires of dams, DS = Dams of sires, DD = Dams of dams. Intensity and accuracy were 3.304 and 0.90, 
for SS path and 2.807 and 0.83 for SD path, respectively. Intensity of DD and DS are as in Table 6. (Alternative 10 in Table 2). 
" Ba.sed on formula [6]. 
•^Based on formula [12] with Oq = 7(X) kg. 
''Based on formula [13] with j3 = 5.29 for a 15 year investment period under 0.04 discount rale. Net value of milk was 0.11 $/kg. 
^Break-even cost per clone = average NPV per clone relative to no cloning. 
^Added value of the i"* clone = extra gain in NPV by producing the i"* clone. 
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Table 9. Genetic and economic gain from cloning through four paths of selection at current levels of 
Genetic 
No. of Accuracy of through Gain from cloning in DP path 
clones DS and DD four 
paths" 
Genetic NPV* per clone 
B-E cost^ Added value^ 
—(kg/yr) — -<kg) — (S) 
With a single record per clone^ 
0 0.65 81.31 200.06 116.42 •  • •  •  • •  
1 0.70 97.64 327.89 190.80 74.38 74.38 
2 0.74 107.39 401.38 233.56 58.57 42.76 
3 0.76 114.36 453.39 263.83 49.14 30.27 
4 0.78 119.74 493.41 287.11 42.67 23.28 
5 0.80 124.09 525.70 305.91 37.90 18.79 
10 0.84 137.95 628.68 365.83 24.94 9.10 
20 0.87 151.28 728.23 423.76 15.37 4.13 
50 0.89 166.97 846.20 492.41 7.52 1.40 
ICQ 0.90 177.37 924.92 538.21 4.22 0.65 
With three records per clone® 
0 0.65 81.31 200.06 116.42 •  •  •  •  • •  
1 0.74 100.24 342.95 199.56 83.14 83.14 
2 0.78 111.03 423.4! 246.38 64.98 46.82 
3 0.80 118.38 478.26 278.30 53.96 31.91 
4 0.82 123.85 519.18 302.11 46.42 23.81 
5 0.83 128.16 551.46 320.89 40.90 18.78 
10 0.87 141.37 650.87 378.74 26.23 8.63 
20 0.89 153.69 744.12 433.01 15.83 3.85 
50 0.90 168.24 854.71 497.36 7.62 1.32 
100 0.91 178.09 929.81 541.06 4.25 0.63 
'SS = Sires of sires. SD = Sires of dams. DS = Dams of sires, DD = Dams of dams. Selection 
differentials (intensity x accuracy x Oc) for respective paths when zero cloning were 890,300. 600. 
and 89 kg. (Alternatives 11 and 12 in Table 2). 
'Based on formula [6]. 
' in Table 8. 
^Alternatives Hand 12 respectively. 
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PART III. GENETIC AND PHENOTYPIC RELATIONSHIPS AMONG YIELD, 
FERTILITY AND SURVIVAL OF THE COW 
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INTRODUCTION 
The complex genetic and phenotypic relationships among production, fertility and 
survival of the cow are considered in this part of the thesis. Literature review section 
discusses the economic importance of non-production traits and reports the previous 
estimates of genetic and phenotypic parameters for production, fertility and survival traits for 
Holsteins. Among fertility traits, the estimates on days open and number of services are 
emphasized as these two traits are considered in Paper 4. Recent studies have used more 
accurate and sophisticated models and estimation procedures with larger data sets than those 
reported two decades ago. Hence, the estimates from only most recent studies are reported 
whenever results are abundant. 
In Paper 4, genetic and phenotypic (co)variance components were reported for 305-
day milk, fat and protein yields, days open, number of services and percent of cow deaths 
during lactation for Holstein cows in the United States. Restricted maximum likelihood 
(REML) procedure was used with expectation maximization (EM) algorithm for the 
multiple-trait animal model to obtain the (co)variance components. Effects of age of cow and 
parity on the six traits were also estimated. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Importance of Reproductive and Health Traits 
Genetic improvement of economic efficiency in dairy cattle can be achieved in two 
different ways: 1) by reducing the proportional cost of maintenance and other fixed costs by 
increasing yield per cow and 2) by minimizing the variable costs through genetically 
improving secondary traits such as reproduction efficiency, disease resistance, herd life or 
their predictors such as conformation (39). Major research efforts have been made toward 
sire evaluation and selection for yield traits and the outcome has been fruitful. 
Comparatively less research has been conducted on understanding the genetics of secondary 
traits such as reproductive complex and health and their complex relationship with yield (16. 
39). Due to many causes, such as stress, high yielding cows have been shown to have more 
reproductive and health problems than low yielding cows (20, 29, 58, 72). 
Secondary traits play a major role toward improving the economic efficiency in the 
breeding herd (8, 25,47,50, 51, 54, 61). Reproductive problems are the second most 
important reason for cow disposal (16), the first being low production. The percentage of 
cow disposals due to reproductive problems has been 16% for Holsteins in the United States 
(44, 71), 28% in western Europe (52), 27% for Israeli Holsteins (16), and about 25% for all 
dairy cows in Canada (70). In 1981, Pelissier (50, 51) estimated that reproductive problems 
cost about $116 per cow. Based on genetic standard deviations and approximate net 
economic values, Rogers (54) reported that individual health traits were about 25% as 
important as yield in the breeding goal. 
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Mayer and Simon (38) proposed using an index of fitness costs for genetic evaluation 
of dairy cattle for health and reproductive traits. Fitness costs included economic losses 
caused by reduced fitaess, such as l)veterinary costs due to diseases and at calving, 2) costs 
due to prolonged calving intervals, 3) reduction of milk yield due to diseases, and 4) postnatal 
calf losses. Incorporation of reproductive and health traits in a selection index requires direct 
or indirect measurements of the traits and multiple-trait parameter estimates. Determining 
how to measure reproductive and health traits or correlated traits for optimum selection 
programs is a challenge. The additional cost associated with measuring these traits is a major 
consuraint (54). 
Currently, fertility is measured in several different ways. All measures are generally 
indicators of success of conception, the length of time until conception, and the ability of the 
cow and conceptus to sustain pregnancy to complete lactation (16,49). Widely used 
measures of fertility have been age at first calving, days open, calving interval, number of 
services per conception, and nonreturn rate. Differences in definitions used for these traits in 
different studies make comparison of the results difficult. In some studies, days open is 
measured only from the cows that were selected and became pregnant next time (22), while 
others have truncated the maximum days open at 150 or 305 days (19, 20, 24). Number of 
services may be limited to a maximum of 3 (19, 20, 66), 5 (15) or 20 (19, 20). Nonreturn 
rate is the proportion of cows (among all cows that were inseminated) that did not return for 
another service within a given time period, usually 60 to 90 days (18). It is a compound trait 
that indicates conception and gestation that leads to calving and measures reproductive 
efficiency of the bull. 
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Survival of the cow during lactation is also a result of complex interplay of several 
factors. Currently, cows that died during lactation are reported in the category of conditions 
affecting records in lactation recording of Dairy Herd Improvement Association. An 
indirect indicator of cow's early exit from the herd before completing the lactation due to 
death or other reason is fewer days-in-milk combined with no record on further lactations. 
Functional and true herd life traits (13) are related to all voluntary and involuntary culling in 
the herd including cow deaths (10). 
The paper that follows the literature review investigates genetic and phenotypic 
relationships among milk, fat, and protein yields, days open, number of services, and cow 
deaths during lactation. Therefore, estimates in literature particularly on these traits are 
surveyed in the following sections. 
Genetic Parameters 
Yield Traits 
Enormous number of studies have been conducted on estimation of genetic 
parameters for yield traits during the past few decades. Advances in knowledge of variance 
component estimation methods and computer technology to handle large data sets and 
complex models have lead to more precise estimates of genetic parameters. From relatively 
large volume of literature reporting variance components for yield traits, only recent 
estimates are reported in Table I. The estimates were only for Holsteins in the United States 
and other countries. The estimates of heritability for milk yield ranged from 0.16 to 0.52 
Table I. Means, standard deviations (SD), number of records, heritabilities (/i^), and the variance component 
estimation procedure for milk, fat, and protein yield for Holsteins in recent literature. 
Source 
Parity 
Trait 
No. of 
records Mean SD h' 
Estimation 
procedure 
Makuza and McDaniel (36) 1 Milk 5128 8221 1524 .52 REML 
Swalve (63) 1 Milk 14530 6003 1007 .39 REML 
1 Fat 14530 251 44 .32 REML 
1 Protein 14530 199 33 .30 REML 
Marti and Funk (37) All Milk 611680 9029 1526 .34 REML 
Campos et al. (6) 1 Milk 4293 6939 • . . .34 REML 
1 Fat 4293 241 . . . .30 REML 
1 Protein 3904 216 • * * 21 REML 
Lawlor et al. (32) 1 Milk 55641 » . . . . • .32 REML 
Misztal et al. (45) 1 Milk 28779 9239 1772 .44 REML 
Chauhan and Hayes (7) 1 Milk 40984 ,  ,  ,  .29 REML 
1 Fat 40984 ,  , ,  .31 REML 
1 Protein 40984 • t . .25 REML 
Tempelman and Burnside (65) 1 Milk 24695 . .. .39 REML 
1 Fat • • • ..43 REML 
Moore et al. (46) 1 Milk 82768 5528 1381 .33 ML II (55) 
1 Fat 82768 198 44 .32 ML II (55) 
1 Protein 82768 175 38 .28 ML II (55) 
Welper (69) 1 Milk 50182 8948 2259 .26 REML 
1 Fat 50182 324 79 .20 REML 
1 Protein 50182 290 67 .21 REML 
Schutz el al. (56) 1 Milk 14761 6477 1450 .16 REML 
1 Fat 14761 240 44 .16 REML 
1 Protein 14761 206 37 .13 REML 
Table 1. (continued) 
Source 
Parity 
Trait 
No. of 
records Mean SD h' 
Estimation 
procedure 
Van Arendonk et al. (66) 1 Milk 6216 5113 375 .35 REML 
2 Milk 4815 6108 »  •  •  .34 REML 
3 Milk 3541 6518 t  »  «  .26 REML 
1 Fat 6216 221 17 .41 REML 
2 Fat 4815 263 .  •  *  .27 REML 
3 Fat 3541 280 »  #  .  .27 REML 
1 Protein 6216 172 12 .40 REML 
2 Protein 4815 208 •  •  #  .34 REML 
3 Protein 3541 220 .32 REML 
Teepker and Swalve (64) 1 Milk 95910 •  •  «  .  .  .  .25 Henderson HI 
1 Milk 95910 •  t  *  «  . .  .29 REML 
1 Fat 95910 • • 4 •  t  «  .25 Henderson III 
1 Fat 95910 •  «  •  .27 REML 
1 Protein 95910 •  •  •  .20 Henderson III 
1 Protein 95910 , , , •  t  •  .21 REML 
Ali and Schaeffer (1) 1 Milk 302935 «  •  •  «  •  •  .28 Henderson III 
1 Fat 302935 t  «  «  «  »  •  .27 Henderson HI 
Swalve and Van Vleck (62) 1 Milk 5970 8794 » •  •  .21 REML 
Meyer (42) 1 Milk 116043 3326 698 .17 REML 
1 Fat 116043 131 22 .15 REML 
Meyer (41) 1 Milk 36097 4290 .28 REML 
1 Fat 36097 161 .27 REML 
Hansen, et al. (20) 1 Milk 7509 1483 .18 Henderson HI 
1 Milk 7509 1483 .23 REML 
1 Milk 7509 1483 .44 ML (21) 
Average All 
All 
All 
Milk 
Fat 
Protein 
.31 
.28 
.26 
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with the mean of 0.31. Average heritabilities for fat and protein yields were 0.28 and 0.26, 
respectively. All of these estimates were based on mature equivalent yields, except for 
Makuza and McDaniel (36). In (36), the yields were actual yields unadjusted for days in milk 
or age of cow. Heritability estimates were high because the data were limited to six herds 
belonged to North Carolina Department of Agriculture and North Carolina State University. 
Marti and Funk (37) compared heritabilities for milk yield among records which are 305-
day adjusted, mature equivalent, mature equivalent and corrected for fat and protein content, 
mature equivalent adjusted for days open and finally mature equivalent corrected for fat and 
protein content plus adjusted for days open. They found heritability estimates to be 0.30, 
0.34,0.28,0.34, and 0.27, respectively for each standardization. The corresponding 
repeatability estimates were 0.56,0.58,0.53,0.56, and 0.51, respectively. Mature equivalent 
factors currently used by United States Department of Agriculture genetic evaluations 
standardize actual or projected 305-day production for age at calving, region and month of 
calving (48). Thus standardizing for mature equivalent basis seems to remove some of the 
nongenetic variability in records leading to higher heritabilities than from nonstandardized 
records. 
Most widely used variance component estimation procedure in the recent literature 
has been restricted maximum likelihood (43). A few studies have used maximum likelihood 
(ML) based Method 2 of Schaeffer (55) or method 111 of Henderson (23). Estimates from 
Teepker and Swaive (64) and Hansen et al. (20) shows REML estimates of genetic variance 
and covariance components to be slightly higher than Henderson's method III. Maximum 
likelihood estimates in Hansen et al. (20) are even higher than their corresponding ElEML 
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estimates (Table 1). Harville (21) reviewed that REML procedure eliminates the deficiency 
of loss of degrees of freedom occurred in ML from estimating fixed effects. 
Average genetic correlations for milk versus fat, milk versus protein, and fat versus 
protein were 0.56,0.81 and 0.70 (Table 2) for the studies considered. Fat and protein being 
components in milk contribute to the high genetic and phenotypic correlations among three 
variables. Average phenotypic correlations were higher than corresponding genetic 
correlations, indicating a positive environmental covariance between each pair of traits. 
Nutrition and many other management factors affecting the traits simultaneously cause the 
positive nongenetic covariances. 
Fertility Traits 
Relatively few studies have been conducted on estimating genetic parameters for 
fertility traits compared with those for yield traits. Tables 3 and 4 show that heritability for 
days open and number of services per conception are very low (less than 0.10) irrespective of 
the data, models or variance component estimation procedure. Freeman (17) reviewed the 
heritability estimates for fertility from studies conducted before 1986. All estimates were 
very low (<0.05) when estimates were from paternal half-sisters. This shows the tremendous 
effect of management on fertility. Many management factors such as estrous detection, 
pregnancy testing, breeding policy (33), nutrition (60), and many other environmental factors 
(4) affect reproductive efficiency causing heritability of fertility measures to be low. 
Conception rates could depend on the technician performing artificial insemination (30), in 
addition to genetics of fertility and other management factors. The REML estimates of 
Table 2. Estimates of genetic and phenolypic correlations among milk, fat and protein yields. 
No. of Genetic Phenolypic Estimation 
Source Trait 1 Trait 2 records correlation correlation procedure 
Moore et al. (46) Milk Fat 82768 .61 .78 ML 11 (55) 
Milk Protein 82768 .86 .92 ML II (55) 
Fat Protein 82768 .71 .84 ML II (55) 
Welper (69) Milk Fat 50182 .70 .82 REML 
Milk Protein 50182 .92 .95 REML 
Fat Protein 50182 .78 .85 REML 
Chauhan and Hayes (7) Milk Fat 40984 .45 .73 REML 
Milk Protein 40984 .79 .90 REML 
Fat Protein 40984 .62 .81 REML 
Schutz et al. (56) Milk Fat 14761 .23 .68 REML 
Milk Protein 14761 .56 .88 REML 
Fat Protein 14761 .63 .77 REML 
Teepker and Swalve (64) Milk Fat 95910 .54 .78 REML 
Milk Protein 95910 .83 .91 REML 
Fat Protein 95910 .65 .81 REML 
Ali and Schaeffer (1) Milk Fat 302935 .54 t •« Henderson III 
Meyer (42) Milk Fat 116043 .76 .90 REML 
Milk Protein 116043 .91 .95 REML 
Fat Protein 116043 .71 .91 REML 
Average Milk Fat .56 .79 
Milk Protein .81 .92 
Fat Protein .70 .83 
Table 3. Means, standard deviations (SD), number of records, heritabilities (/i^), and the variance 
component estimation procedure for days open. 
Source Parity 
No. of 
records Mean SD h' 
Estimation 
procedure 
Makuza and McDaniel (36) 1 5128 132 74 .02 REML 
2 3518 120 63 .02 REML 
3 2806 136 75 .02 REML 
Marti and Funk (37) All 611680 115 60 .05 REML 
Campos et al. (6) 1 4041 166 .05 REML 
Hayes et al. (22) All 235589 108 .05 REML 
Hoeschele (24) 1 379009 • . .02 REML 
Van Arendonk et al. (66) 1 5764 95 34 .01 REML 
2 4480 94 46 .01 REML 
3 3187 93 38 .03 REML 
Raheja et al. (53) 1 46322 119 57 .03 ML II (55) 
2 12007 i l l  48 .04 ML II (55) 
3 1821 107 45 .05 ML II (55) 
Jansen (27) 1 14951 98 42 .03 REML 
2 11996 93 38 .02 REML 
3 9039 92 39 .07 REML 
Seykora and McDaniel (57) I 4819 . . . .05 Henderson III 
Hansen et al. (19, 20) I 47710 108 56 .02 Henderson III 
2 31162 107 54 .03 Henderson 111 
3 22389 108 55 .03 Henderson III 
Berger et al. (3) 1 72187 135 77 .02 Henderson 111 
2 72187 136 76 .03 Henderson III 
>3 72187 148 81 .05 Henderson 111 
Average .03 
Table 4. Means, standard deviations (SD), number of records, heritabilities and the variance 
component estimation procedure for number of services. 
Source Parity 
No. of 
records Mean SD h' Estimation procedure 
Hoeschele (24) 1 379009 • • t .01 REML 
Hayes el al. (22) All 235589 1.7 . . .03 REML 
Raheja (53) 1 46322 1.6 .91 .03 ML II (55) 
2 12007 1.6 .88 .04 ML 11 (55) 
3 1821 1.5 .85 .06 ML II (55) 
Van Arendonk et al. (66) 2 5215 1.5 • • .04 REML 
3 3887 1.5 • f .04 REML 
Fau.st et al. (15) 1 3393 • • . • 1 .09 Henderson III 
1 3393 . t . t • .08 REML 
1 3393 .09 Daughter-dam regression 
Han.sen et al. (19, 20) 1 47710 1.8 1.2 .02 Henderson III 
2 31162 1.7 1.2 .01 Henderson III 
3 22389 1.8 1.1 .01 Henderson III 
A vera .04 
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heritability for fertility are slightly higher than Henderson's method HI (20), similar to the 
finding of Teepker and Swaive (64) and Hansen et al. (20) on yield traits. Average 
repeatability estimates were about twice higher than heritability estimates for days open and 
number of services, but are less than 0.10 (Table 5). 
Correlations 
Estimates of correlations between days open and yield traits showed large variation, 
ranging from close to zero to near perfect correlations (Table 6). The variation is due to 
fewer data, differences in definition of the traits, editing, models, estimation procedure and 
many other nongenetic factors. Table 7 includes correlation estimates between number of 
services and yield traits. All the estimates in Tables 6 and 7 are positive. Increase in days 
open or number of services indicates loss of fertility. Thus, all values in Tables 6 and 7 
support the notion of existence of an antagonistic relationship between yield and fertility. 
Phenotypic correlations (Tables 6 and 7) are consistently lower than genetic correlations for 
both days open and number of services with yield traits. Thus the genetic expression of the 
antagonistic correlation between production and fertility seem to be diluted by the better 
management practices. A high producing cow with poor genetic potential for fertility can 
phenotypically achieve better fertility levels by extra care. Thus management seem to create 
positive error correlation between fertility and production. Laben et al. (31) reported that 
herds with better management have higher performance in both reproduction and yield. The 
high yielding herds that they observed reported 20 fewer days open than low producing herds, 
indicating better heat detection. Similar trend was observed by Bagnato and Oltenacu (2). 
Table 5. Repeatability estimates for days open and number of services. 
Source Trait Parities No. of 
records 
Repeatability Estimation 
Procedure 
Makuza and McDaniel (36) Days open All 11452 .02 REML 
Hayes el al. (22) Days open All 235589 .10 REML 
No. of services All 235589 .07 REML 
Jansen (27) Days open 1 versus 2 6307 .10 REML 
2 versus 3 4985 .13 REML 
1 versus 3 2796 .08 REML 
Hansen et al. (19) Days open 1 versus 2 56869 .10 Henderson I 
2 versus 3 34296 .13 Henderson III 
1 versus 3 34188 .08 Henderson III 
No. of services 1 versus 2 56869 .07 Henderson III 
2 versus 3 34296 .08 Henderson III 
1 versus 3 34188 .05 Henderson III 
Raheja ct al. (53) Days open 1 versus 2 58329 .08 ML II (55) 
2 versus 3 13828 .09 ML II (55) 
1 versus 3 48143 .05 ML II (55) 
No. of .services 1 versus 2 58329 .10 ML II (55) 
2 versus 3 13828 .05 ML II (55) 
1 versus 3 48143 .06 ML II (55) 
Average Days open 
No. of services 
.09 
.07 
Table 6. Estimations of genetic and phenolypic correlations between yield traits (milk, fat and protein) 
and days open. 
Source Trait Parit No. of Genetic Phenolypic Estimation 
y records correlation correlation procedure 
Makuza and McDaniel (36) Milk 1 5128 .07 « • REML 
Campos et al. (6) Milk 1 3904 .16 REML 
Fat 1 3904 .22 • . REML 
Protein 1 3904 .14 • t REML 
Van Arendonk et al. (66) Milk 1 5764 .64 .17 REML 
Milk 2 4480 .65 .16 REML 
Milk 3 3187 .27 .16 REML 
Fat 1 5764 .95 .19 REML 
Fat 2 4480 .76 .13 REML 
Fat 3 3187 .61 .18 REML 
Protein 1 5764 1.02 .19 REML 
Protein 2 4480 .48 .15 REML 
Protein 3 3187 .58 .19 REML 
Seykora and McDaniel (57) Milk All 4819 .54 .24 Henderson III 
Fat All 4819 •44 .24 Henderson III 
Hansen et al. (20) Milk 1 47710 .42 .24 Henderson III 
Milk 2 31162 .44 .29 Henderson III 
Milk 3 22389 .47 .29 Henderson III 
Average Milk All .35 .27 
fat All .33 .24 
Protein All .14 .18 
Table 7. Estimations of genetic and phenotypic correlations between yield traits (milk, fat and protein) 
and number of services. 
Source Trail Parity No. of Genetic Phenotypic Estimation 
records correlation correlation procedure 
Van Arcndonk et al. (66) Milk 1 5764 • • t .10 REML 
Milk 2 4480 .46 .06 REML 
Milk 3 3187 .36 .08 REML 
Fat I 5764 • • • .09 REML 
Fat 2 4480 .37 .06 REML 
Fat 3 3187 .52 .10 REML 
Protein 1 5764 . * . .11 REML 
Protein 2 4480 .23 .07 REML 
Protein 3 3187 .20 .10 REML 
Hansen et al. (20) Milk 1 47710 .37 .17 Henderson III 
Milk 2 31162 .43 .19 Henderson III 
Milk 3 22389 .25 .18 Henderson III 
Average Milk All .29 .13 
Fat All .45 .08 
Protein All .22 .09 
vo 
High stress and high physiological requirements associated with high production seem to 
cause the antagonism between yield versus reproduction and health of the cow. Body and 
environmental changes during lactation influence subsequent fertility measures. This is 
evident by the complementary relationship found between fertility measures from breeding 
heifers and measures of subsequent production (19, 34,40). Milk yield and previous days 
open was shown to have a negative correlation (36), indicating body conditioning prior to 
lactation improves fertility as well as subsequent production. Average genetic and 
phenotypic correlations between number of services and days open are 0.35 and 0.66, 
respectively (Table 8). The overall genetic control on fertility causes the two measures to be 
genetically correlated. Higher phenotypic correlation than genetic correlation indicates a 
positive environmental covariance that is caused by management factors, such as nutrition, 
and efficiency of the technician. 
Table 8. Estimations of genetic and phenotypic correlations among days open and number of 
services. 
Source Parity No. of Genetic Phenotypic Estimation 
^^^^_^^^^___^^^_records___^correlation___corTelatiot^__grocedur^ 
Raheja et al. (53) 1 46322 .14 .63 ML n (55) 
2 12007 .09 .61 ML n (55) 
3 1821 .04 .65 ML n (55) 
Hansen et al. (20) I 41710 .69 .68 Henderson in 
2 31162 .69 .69 Henderson HI 
3 22389 .44 .68 Henderson HI 
Average .35 .66 
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Survival Ability 
Direct measures of survival ability are not available (10). Productive life, stayability 
and survival within each consecutive lactation (35) are some indirect measures of survival 
ability (10). Each of these is also defined as herd life in different studies. Functional herd life 
and true herd life are closely related to survival ability. Functional herd life was defined as 
the ability of the cow to survive regardless of production while true herd life was the actual 
productive life (13). Functional herd life is obtained by statistically adjusting the true herd 
life for production (13) and is more closely related to survival ability than true herd life (10). 
Generally, heritability estimates are less than 10% for both true herd life (5,11, 13,67) and 
functional herd life (5, 13,26, 59). Simulation studies have shown heritability estimates for 
herd life are slightly biased estimates of heritability for survival ability (9, 14). Estimates of 
genetic correlations between stayability up to consecutive ages are generally over 0.80 (11, 
54, 59). Part-whole relationships and common effects, such as production, contribute to 
these high correlations (10). Common effect of production also create high (> 0.60) genetic 
correlations between survival within consecutive lactations as reported by (26, 68). 
Estimates of genetic correlations reported between true herd life and production vary from 
0.3 to 0.9 (59, 67), but are near zero for functional herd life versus production (13, 59). The 
high correlations between true herd life and production depend on the level of voluntary 
culling and tend to overestimate true genetic correlation between survival ability (involuntary 
culling) and production (9, 14). 
Much fewer studies (6, 12) have directly measured survival of a heifer to second 
freshening on a basis of scores (1 = cows with a second freshening date and, 0 = otherwise). 
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Average heritability estimate for survival to second freshening from these studies was 0.09 
(Table 9). Measuring the survival ability as an all-or-none trait may have introduced some 
error to reduce heritability. Genetic correlations of survival with milk and protein yields 
and days open were positive (Table 10), indicating the heifers with higher genetic potential to 
survive up to next lactation also have higher genetic potential for high yield and fertility. 
Correlation with fat yield was near zero. All of the estimates in Tables 9 and 10 were based 
on a total of 38 Holstein herds in Rorida and New York. Further studies with much larger 
data sets are needed before drawing any conclusions on the relationships among survival, 
yield and fertility. 
Table 9. Means, standard deviations (SD), number of records, heritabilities (h'), and the 
_vanance^om£onentestimation£rocedure_forsumv^^ 
No. of Estimation 
DongandVan Vleck(12) 3063 0.80 .11 ElEML 
3077 0.85 .12 REML 
Compos at al. (6) 4293 0.73 0.01 .03 REML 
Average .09 
Measured as one for cows with a second freshening date, zero otherwise. 
Table 10. Estimations of genetic and phenotypic correlations between yield traits (milk, fat 
_and_£roteinK_daj^s^£en_andsumval^_^ftheJieiferto_secondf^ 
Source Trait No. of Genetic Phenotypic Estimation 
records correlation correlation procedure 
Dong and Van Milk 3063 .09 .28 REML 
Vleck (12) 
Milk 3077 .11 .28 REML 
Campos et al. (6) Milk 3904 .09 . . .  REML 
Fat 3904 -.05 . . .  REML 
Protein 3904 .11 . . .  REML 
Days open 3904 -.60 . . .  REML 
Measured as one for cows with a second freshening date, zero otherwise. 
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GENETIC AND PHENOTYPIC PARAMETERS FOR 305-DAY YIELD, FERTILITY 
AND COW MORTALITY IN HOLSTEINS 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Dairy Science' 
C. M. B. Dematawewa" and P. J. Berger^^ 
Abstract 
A set of 122,715 lactation records of Holstein cows distributed across 11,374 herd-
year-season groups was analyzed to obtain (co)variance estimates for yield, fertility and cow 
mortality. Milk, fat, and protein yields were adjusted to 305 d (not converted to a mature 
equivalent basis). Days open was truncated to 305 d and the number of services to 9. Cow 
mortality during lactation varied from 0 (= alive) to 100 (= died). Variance components for 
the six traits were estimated using a multiple trait animal model and REML procedure. The 
model included herd-year-season, parity and age classes (nested within parity) as fixed effects 
and animal and permanent environment as random effects. 
Heritabilities for milk, fat, protein, days open, number of services and cow mortality 
were 0.2, 0.18, 0.18, 0.04, 0.03 and 0.002, respectively. The repeatabilities were 0.42, 0.41, 
0.41,0.12,0.08, and 0.009, respectively. Genetic correlations for all pairs of traits were 
positive. Phenotypic correlations were negative only for cow mortality versus other traits. 
'Journal Paper Number J-17158 of the Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics 
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Thus, management practices seem to keep mortality of high producing cows lower though 
they are genetically more prone to death compared with low producers. Age of cow reduced 
the yields significantly (P < .05) for heifers, and negatively affected fertility and mortality 
(P< .05) for cows in other parities. 
Introduction 
High milk yield has been the primary selection emphasis in dairy breeding. Many 
secondary traits, such as reproduction traits (24, 49, 62) and health traits (28), play an 
important role in minimizing cost and maximizing the net return of the dairy enterprise. 
Deterioration of performance in fitness traits, with heavy emphasis on milk yield has been 
noticed by many producers (74), and researchers (2, 7, 8, 19, 33, 58), and some as a cause to 
higher expenses (13, 16, 28, 38, 70, 74). Although selection for high yield does not 
necessarily decrease total survival rates of the cow from birth through the early first lactation 
(41), high yield early in lactation was suggested to increase health disorders and increase 
involuntary culling (18, 59). 
Reproductive performance was also noticed to deteriorate with an increase in milk 
yield (1, 10, 11, 19, 27, 29, 56). Reduction in reproductive performance could affect culling 
rates and herd life, and reduce the genetic gain from primary traits (3, 49). Currently, 
reproductive failures contribute a substantial proportion of total cow disposals, 16% in the 
US (13) and 25% in Canada (70). Fertility, often measured by age at first calving, days open, 
calving Interval, or number of services, is a major component of reproductive performance. 
Many have estimated the heritability of female fertility (18, 19, 23, 25, 26, 50, 51, 56, 67, 68) 
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and male fertility (25, 46, 64), which ranges from very low (often) to moderate 
(occasionally). However, only a few attempts have been made to estimate temporal 
variability of fertility measures of cows with multiple lactations, e.g., repeatability estimates 
(10, 17, 22). 
The relationship of milk yield to fertility measures (e.g., days open) may be different 
within versus across lactations (14, 22, 54). Reproductive and health disorders may cause 
mortality of cows. Relatively little is known about the exact cause and effect relationships 
(genetic and phenotypic) among production, fertility and survival (cow losses, etc.). The 
objective of this study is to estimate genetic parameters for 305-d adjusted milk, fat, and 
protein yields, days open, number of services, and cow mortality from onset of lactation in 
Holsteins. 
Materials and Methods 
Edits of Data 
Data obtained from the MidStates Dairy Records Processing Center were edited to 
obtain 122,715 lactation records of cows distributed across 11,374 herd-year-season groups. 
Records of cows with no report on their first lactation were not used in accordance with 
editing procedures of USDA sire evaluation procedures. Milk, fat, and protein yields 
(ML305, FT305, and PR305, respectively) considered were the first 305 d actual (not 
mature equivalent) records of up to nine lactations. The lactation records of less than 305 d 
were standardized to 305-d yields by following the projection procedures of the National 
Cooperative Dairy Herd Improvement Program (71, 72). Less than one percent of the 
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records were with less than 7 d in milk and were deleted because no standardization factor 
was available for them. Days open (DO) was limited to a maximum of 305 d. Number of 
services (NSERV)was defined as the total breedings during a cow's first lactation, regardless 
of conception (H) and varied from 1 to 9. Mortality of the cow during lactation 
(PCTDT)was expressed as a percentage (0 = alive; 100 = dead). Previous studies on the 
same data by the same authors (5) and Djemali et al. (6) showed that a calfs sex and the 
dystocia score at birth significantly affect (P < .01) all six traits during the subsequent 
lactation. Therefore, sex of calf and dystocia score were included in the data to adjust the 
records for those effects. After editing for mismatches in dates of birth and calving, the final 
data set had production records with complete dystocia information from 1980 to 1991 with 
no missing values. Dystocia scores ranged from 1 (= no problem) to 5 (= extreme difficulty). 
Three parity groups were defined for cows in fu^t, second, and later lactations, respectively. 
In addition, three age groups were defined within parity. The age groups for the first parity 
were defined by <26, 26-28, and >28 mo of age. The respective intervals for the second 
parity group were <39, 39-42, and >42 mo of age. For the third parity group, the intervals 
<52, 52-62, and >62 mo defined the three age groups, respectively (5). 
Multiple Trait Mixed Model 
The following multiple-trait animal model was used for the six traits (ML305, ET305, 
PR305, DO, NSERV, and PCTDT) to obtain their variance components: 
Y tijkim — M- + HYS,i + P,j + age (P)tjk + A,i + PEu + £ tijkim [1] 
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where 
Ytijicim = record of trait t (t = 1,2,6) of the cow in ith herd-year season, kth 
age-group within jth parity; 
H = overall population mean; 
HYSti = fixed effect of herd-year-season i (season: 1 = April to September; 2 = 
October to March) for trait t; 
P,j = fixed effect of parity group k of the cow (j = 1, 2, or 3) for trait t; 
age (P)tjk = fixed effect of age group k (k = 1, 2, or 3) nested within parity] of cow 
for trait t; 
A,I = random effect of animal 1 (1 = 1,76616); 
PEti = random effect of permanent environment 1(1= 1,76616), and 
etijkim = random residual effects. 
Preliminary least squares analyses using PROC GLM option in SAS® (53) showed 
that all interaction effects among fixed effects were insignificant (P > .05) for all traits; 
therefore, interactions were not included in the mixed model. The FORTRAN-77 multiple 
trait canonical transformation program (MTCAFS) developed by I. Misztal (42, 43, 44) was 
used on the complete data set to obtain the variance components for each trait. Another 
FORTRAN -77 program (RENUM) by I. Misztal was used prior to running MTCAFS to 
recode the data and pedigree files into a format recognized by MTCAFS. Three unknown 
parent groups (separated by birth-year groups 1982 and 1986) were defined at the formation 
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of the complete relationship matrix. The MTCAFS program used REML procedures with the 
expectation maximization algorithm. The canonical transformation with two random effects 
(animal and permanent environment) was made possible by simultaneous diagonalization of 
variance matrices (12, 32) for the two effects. A previous study showed that for real data 
where perfect diagonalization is not possible, the program tends to reduce the size of off-
diagonals by 50 times or more (43). The program was compiled for memory maximization 
and executed on a DEC-ALPHA workstation at Iowa State University. The convergence 
criteria of <lOe'" was reached after over 300 iterations and 190 h of central processing unit 
(CPU) time. The value of relative off-diagonals in G mauix (43) after diagonalization was 
less than 0.01, hence the diagonalization was considered sufficient. 
The effects of age groups were estimated using the following single-trait animal 
models [2 and 3]. In a previous study Dematawewa and Berger (5) found that the effect of 
the sex of calf bom and corresponding dystocia score at the beginning of the lactation 
significantly affects all traits considered here (P < .01). Therefore those two effects were 
included in die model to adjust the data for differences in sex of calf and incidence of 
dystocia. 
Single trait model I 
Y tijkimn = + HYSti + SCtj + agCtk + DSim + All + PEtl + £ tijUmn [2] 
Single trait model II 
Y tijkimno = M- + HYSti + SC,j + P(|( + age (P)tki + DStn, + Au, + PEm + e tijklmno [3] 
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where 
SCtj = fixed effect of sex j of calf (1 = male; 2 = female) for trait t; 
DSun = fixed effect of dystocia score m (1 = no problem to 5 = extreme 
difficulty) of the cow for trait t. 
The other variables are as in equation [1]. Model I [2] was used for each parity separately 
and model II [3] was used for the data pooled across parities. The solutions for the fixed 
effects under each trait (Tables 2 and 3) were obtained by using the FORTRAN -77 program 
for prediction and estimation (PEST) developed by Groeneveld et al. (15). The variance 
components used in PEST were results from the MTCAFS program. The hypothesis testing 
option in the PEST program used SMP solver operating on sparse (i.e., only non-zero) half-
stored coefficient matrices (15) to provide the estimates for contrasts between levels of parity 
and age-group effects. Solving for each trait consumed less than 90 min of CPU time on the 
DEC-ALPHA workstation. 
Results and Discussion 
Table 1 shows the means, SD, and genetic and phenotypic parameters for each trait 
estimated across parities. Milk, fat, and protein yields were 305-d adjusted but not converted 
to mature equivalent (ME) basis. Because of this, means of milk, fat and protein yields 
were slightly less than some recent ME estimates in the literature for Holsteins in the United 
States (55, 69). The phenotypic variance of the yield traits (ML305, ET305, and PR305) 
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were also slightly greater than those reported by Welper (69), again for the same reason. The 
heritability and repeatability estimates for yield traits (Table I) are slightly lower compared 
with those in current literature (40, 55, 60, 65, 69) because of comparatively higher 
phenotypic variance. Many researchers have estimated genetic parameters for test day yields 
unadjusted for 305-d basis (4, 39, 47). The intention was to use test day records to enable 
earlier selection decisions. Their heritability estimates for records on midlactation were of the 
same magnitude as those estimated for 305-d records, but estimates for beginning and end of 
lactation were substantially lower. Swaive (63) found heritabilities for test day milk, fat and 
protein yields ranged from 0.18, 0.12, and 0.12 to 0.36, 0.23, and 0.23, respectively, 
depending on the test day. The estimates for most test days, however, were closer to the lower 
end of the range (similar to our estimates). Thus not standardizing the records to a ME basis 
seems to decrease heritability and repeatability estimates due to higher phenotypic variance. 
Mean days open (Table 1) was slightly higher than estimates in some of the research 
(1, 17, 35, 57), which may partly be due to differences in data and edits. Hayes et al. (22) 
estimated genetic parameters for reproductive measures for Quebec Holsteins in Canada. 
They found the mean number of services per conception to be 1.7, similar to our estimates 
(Table 1). The phenotypic variance component estimate of 2904.2 for DO from Hayes et al. 
(22) is lower than our observations (Table 1). However, the variance of 1.1 for NSERV in 
their data (22) was similar to those in the present study. Heritability estimates for DO and 
NSERV were 0.04 and 0.03, respectively (Table I). Generally, heritability for days open is 
estimated to be < 0.09 (1, 10, 11, 17, 22, 35, 56); hence, these results are in good agreement 
with the previous literature despite the differences in data, models and estimation procedures. 
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The heritability estimate for number of services in our study is very similar to the estimate of 
0.03 obtained by Hayes et al. (22) using REML procedures. Faust et al. (11) obtained slightly 
greater heritability estimates (0.08 to 0.19) firom REML when the maximum number of 
services was restricted to 5. Heritability estimates in past studies (1967 to 1992) for the 
number of services were summarized in the 0.01 to 0.06 range (36). The repeatability 
estimates of Hayes et al. (22) for days open and number of services (0.10 and 0.07, 
respectively) estimated from sire and cow within sire variance components are also in good 
agreement with our values (Table 1). The repeatability estimates from other studies on 
Holsteins (10, 17, 30,61) also show close similarity to the current estimates. 
Table 1 shows that 2 percent of the cows exit the herd due to mortality. Heritability 
and repeatability estimates for PCTDT were very low showing the possibility of reducing the 
mortality through management. Repeatability of PCTDT is an outcome of the covariance 
between survival of the cow in the earlier lactations versus later lactations. Although cow 
mortality was measured as a percentage (0 and 100), multiple trait mixed model analysis 
included PCTDT, approximating it as a continuous trait to obtain covariance components 
between mortality and each of the other traits. Previously, Weller and Ron (68) compared the 
threshold model and the mixed model to evaluate random (herd-year-season, technician and 
sire) and fixed effects affecting heifer and cow fertility and found that the solutions for 
random effects between two models were highly correlated for each trait. Their estimates of 
heritability for female fertility ranged from 0.01 to 0.03 (68). 
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Estimates of Correlations 
Genetic (upper diagonal) and phenotypic (lower diagonal) correlations among the six 
traits are in Table 2. Genetic correlations between ML305 versus FT305, ML305 versus 
PR305, and FT305 versus PR305 were 0.61, 0.88, and 0.77, respectively. Based on first 
parity, Moore et al. (45) estimated the corresponding values to be 0.61, 0.86, and 0.71 for 
Holsteins in Canada. Phenotypic correlations for the same combinations for our data were 
0.87, 0.96, and 0.90, respectively (Table 2). The corresponding estimates on Holsteins in the 
United States by Schutz et al. (55) were 0.68, 0.88 and 0.77, respectively. Similarly, the 
present estimates of genetic and phenotypic correlations were close to many other studies 
conducted on, e.g., Holsteins in the United States (69), Guernseys in the United States (21), 
Brown Swiss cattle in Italy (52), and on Australian dairy cattle (66). Thus, the correlation 
estimates on yield traits seem relatively stable over standardization procedure, breed or 
country. 
The genetic correlations of yield traits with the two fertility traits (DO and NSERV) 
and PCTDT are also positive (Table 2). Increase in days open or number of services 
indicates loss of fertility. Hence, positive genetic (also phenotypic) correlations between 
yield traits and fertility traits in Table 2 proves the existence of the antagonistic relationship 
between production and fertility. Many have reported the genetic correlations between yield 
and reproductive measures to be in the range from -0.1 to near 1.0 (highly undesirable) (1, 10, 
II, 17, 27, 29). Based on actual (not standardized to ME basis) yields from 6 herds in North 
Carolina, Makuza and McDaniel (34) found much lower correlations between days open and 
milk yield. An increase in the PCTDT in a cow population indicates a decrease in fitness for 
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survival during lactation. Thus, small positive genetic correlation estimates between PCTDT 
and other traits (Table 2) indicate the complex and adverse genetic relationship between 
production and fitness of the cow. Estimates of permanent environmental correlations 
between PCTDT and other traits (Table 3) follows the same pattern of corresponding genetic 
correlation estimates. However, all phenotypic correlations between PCTDT and five other 
traits are negative (Table 2). This is a result of negative error covariances between the 
corresponding traits (Table 3). The negative phenotypic and error covariances show the 
impact of management on health of the cow. They suggest that high producing cows in 
practice have lower mortality than low producing cows, though high producers are 
genetically more vulnerable to factors causing death, i.e., health and reproductive problems, 
etc. Better management in high producing herds and preferential treatment for high 
producing cows within herds can cause negative phenotypic correlations between mortality 
and yield traits. The very small negative phenotypic (Table 2) and error (Table 3) 
correlations between mortality and two fertility traits indicate that reduction of fitness for 
survival slightly increases fertility. This is quite possibly an indirect result caused by the 
direct phenotypic relationships of those three traits with yield traits. 
The complex genetic and phenotypic relationships among yield, fertility and survival 
through the lactation may be due to direct cause and effect relationships as well as 
involvement of many exogenous factors. The stress of milk production could directly cause 
health and reproductive disorders while diseases and reproductive disorders can directly 
affect production (9). Management decisions and other variables have been shown to 
contribute to the complexity of the relationship. For example, heifer's age of freshening 
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affects both lifetime milk yield (14,20) and days open (73). Genetic correlation between age 
at first parturition and milk yield was estimated to be 0.27 (31) whereas for age at first 
parturition and total lifetime yield it was -0.15 (14). Wilcox (73) showed that days open 
increases linearly with increased age at first parturition. Reproductive problems can cause 
correlations among the traits considered. Dematawewa and Berger (5) found dystocia causes 
significant (P < .01) losses in milk, fat, and protein yields, and significant (P < .01) increases 
in days open, number of services, and cow deaths during subsequent lactation. Simerl et al. 
(57) found reproductive problems at parturition in addition to dystocia such as stillbirth, 
retained fetal membranes, and metritis reduce subsequent milk yield significantly (P < .05). 
Significant increase (P < .01) in days open with retained fetal membranes and metritis also 
was observed (57). Martin et al. (37) noticed no loss in milk yield but an increase of 0.2 
services per conception following retained fetal membranes. The corresponding increase in 
number of services in Pelissier (48) was 0.7 following the same reproductive problem. Erb et 
al. (9) showed body weight of the cow affects production, fertility and survival in addition to 
age at calving and many other factors. 
Parity and Age Differences 
Impact of parity and age group on the six traits is shown in Tables 4 and 5. Average 
milk, fat and protein yields and SD increased with parity. Mean number of services also 
showed a slight increase with parity. Increase in days open or percent cow death with parity, 
however, was not consistent in these findings. Previously, Berger et al. (1) noticed no 
distinct trends with parity in DO and NSERV. The age group solutions in Table 4 are the 
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solutions to the single trait niixed model equations [2] analyzed within each parity. The 
solutions were adjusted for the differences in effect of dystocia, and expressed relative to age 
group 1. Only heifers showed significant increases (/* < .01) in all three yield traits with age. 
Days open increased with age significantly (P < .01) for all parities; the increase was greater 
for later parities. Marti and Funk (35) suggested that older cows may have more days open 
because of increased stress associated with high production, more reproductive diseases, or 
due to producers' intentional delays in breeding the high producing cows. Increase in 
NSERV also was significant (P < .01) for older cows in second and later parities. Increase 
in PCTDT with age was also significant for all cows except for heifers. The figures for each 
trait in Table 5 are solutions for age groups nested within parity, expressed relative to age 
group 3 in parity 3 when the data from all parities were combined. All solutions were 
significant (P < .01) except for the yield traits in third parity. The negative solutions in all 
traits indicate that the oldest-cow-group in the third parity group produced the highest yields, 
and experienced the greatest fertility losses and incidence of cow death. Thus, the effect of 
parity and age of the cow seem to contribute to the genetic and phenotypic correlations 
among the six traits. 
Summary and Conclusions 
Many have recognized the economic importance of reproductive traits and have 
emphasized the need to pay attention to these traits in breeding plans. Hermas et al. (23) 
suggested incorporation of reproductive measures in bull indices to reduce possible 
deterioration in fertility of high producing cows. Incorporation of reproductive traits in 
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selection indexes requires better understanding of their genetic interrelationships with other 
economically important traits. Consideration of 305-d adjusted milk, fat and protein yields 
instead of mature equivalent yields in this study provides additional information to the pool 
of (co)variance component estimates currently available on economic traits for Holsteins. 
Genetic and phenotypic correlations, however, seem less affected by the differences in 
standardization procedures used on records. The results suggest the existence of a 
genetically antagonistic but phenotypically desirable relationship between milk yield and 
survival of the cow during lactation. The results also add to the evidence on the occurrence 
of an antagonistic relationship between production and reproduction. 
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Table 1. Mean, SD, genetic variance, heritability, and repeatability of 305-d milk, fat, and 
Trait' Mean SD Genetic 
variance 
Phenotypic 
variance 
Heritability Repeatability 
ML305 6928^ 2275.2 457940.0 2330953.0 0.196 0.427 
FT305 245.9 81.2 546.2 3087.0 0.177 0.410 
PR305 204.9 90.8 390.3 2177.3 0.179 0.412 
DO 169.3 94.7 277.5 6542.1 0.042 0.115 
NSERV 1.9 1.2 0.04 1.49 0.028 0.083 
PCTDT 2.0 13.8 0.00001 0.005 0.002 0.009 
'ML305, FT305, and PR305 = 305-d adjusted milk, fat and protein yields (kg); DO = days open; NSERV 
number of services; and PCTDT = cow mortality, respectively. 
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Table 2. Genetic (upper diagonal) and phenotypic (lower diagonal) correlations among 305-
d m^, fat, and protein yields, days open, number of services, and cow mortality. 
Trait' ML305 Fn05 PR305 DO NSERV PCTDT 
ML305 ... 0.606 0.879 0.628 0.436 0.139 
FT305 0.865 ... 0.769 0.573 0.419 0.320 
PR305 0.959 0.903 . . .  0.587 0.418 0.201 
DO 0.288 0.265 0.284 ... 0.514 0.130 
NSERV 0.201 0.188 0.203 0.664 ... 0.247 
PCTDT -0.101 -0.099 -0.109 -0.029 -0.017 ... 
ML305, FOGS, and PR305 = 305-d adjusted milk, fat and protein yields (kg); DO = days open; NSERV = 
number of services: and PCTDT = cow mortality, respectively. 
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Table 3. Permanent environmental (upper diagonal) and error (lower diagonal) correlations 
among 305-d milk, fat, and protein yields, days open, number of services, and cow mortality. 
Trait' ML305 FT305 PR305 DO NSERV PCTDT 
ML305 • • • 0.903 0.971 0.607 0.404 0.128 
FT305 0.934 0.924 0.599 0.400 0.153 
PR305 0.981 0.935 . . .  0.594 0.397 0.131 
DO 0.214 0.191 0.216 . . .  0.672 0.090 
NSERV 0.170 0.154 0.175 0.670 . . .  0.144 
PCTDT -0.145 -0.145 -0.155 -0.035 -0.020 . . .  
'ML305. FT305, and PR305 = 305-d adjusted milk, fat and protein yields (kg); DO = days open; NSERV = 
number of services; and PCTDT = cow mortality, respectively. 
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Table 4. Means and mixed model solutions for effects of age groups on 305-d milk, fat and 
Age group solutions^ ^  
Trait' X SD 2 3 
Hrst parity 
ML305 6356.8 2026.5 76.10** 173.90** 
FT305 226.2 71.9 2.05*» 4.33** 
PR305 183.7 86.4 4.84** 10.08** 
DO 169.3 95.7 4.62** 9.68** 
NSERV 1.83 1.17 -0.01 -0.01 
PCTDT 1.60 12.54 0.15 -0.02 
Second parity 
ML305 7563.1 2066.8 65.20 46.30 
FT305 267.5 74.6 2.62 2.99 
PR305 227.2 84.9 1J3** 5J8** 
DO 163.4 91.40 10.01** 22.13** 
NSERV 1.90 1.20 0.06** 0.13** 
PCTDT 1.47 12.06 0.13* 0.46* 
Later parities 
ML305 7941.5 2673.7 5.01 254.02 
FT305 281.6 96.6 0.92 6.44 
PR305 243.9 92.0 2-58 9.28* 
DO 176.8 94.8 16.49** 32.77** 
NSERV 1.97 1.25 0.11* 0.15** 
PCTDT 3.67 18.79 0.74* 2.08* 
'ML305. FT305, and PR305 = 305-d adjusted milk, fat and protein yields (kg); DO = days open; NSERV 
number of services; and PCTDT = cow mortality, respectively. 
"Model : Trait = + herd-year-season + age group + animal + permanent environment + error, where n 
overall mean. 
^Solutions for each effect are shown as a deviation from age group 1. 
*P < .05. 
**/>< .01. 
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Table 5. Means and mixed model solutions' " for effects of age groups (nested within parity) 
on 305-d milk, fat, and protein yield, days open, number of services, and cow mortality for all 
parities combined. 
Trait' Parity 1 Parity 2 Parity 3 
Age group 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 
ML305 -1131» - 1088* -1045* -167* -104* -102* 146 199 
FT305 -41.02* -40.4* -39.14* -6.36* -5.74* -6.46* 4.27 5.18 
PR305 -38.30* -34.83* -31.22* -8.88* -4.43* -2.01* 2.84 6.08 
DO -30.5* -25.90* -20.80* -31.3* -27.90* -22.10* -24.1* -16.4* 
NSERV -0.24* -0.25* -0.22* -0.16* -0.16* -0.13* -0.12* -0.08* 
PCTDT -3.14* -2.93* -2.95* -3.04* -3.05* -2.86* -2.17* -1.27* 
'Model [3]: Trait = n + herd-year-season + parity + age group (parity) + animal + permanent environment + 
error, where |x = overall mean. 
"Solutions for each effect are shown as a deviation from age group 3 in parity 3. 
^ML305, FT305, and PR305 = 305-d adjusted milk, fat and protein yields (kg); DO = days open; NSERV = 
number of services; and PCTDT = cow mortality, respectively. 
*P<.OI. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Currently, selection of sires with the highest breeding values based on linear indexes 
is used to maximize the genetic gain. Risk associated with sires, however, should be 
considered by the breeders in addition to breeding values for the long term survival of their 
enterprises. Reliability estimates of breeding values indicate the relative risk of sires. 
Current linear selection indexes do not consider reliability estimates in ranking sires. As no 
proper procedure is available, breeders tend to incorporate reliability estimates subjectively in 
their decisions of selecting the best sires. Their subjective judgments are arbitrary, based on 
their preference toward risk. Linear progranmiing based software does not handle reliability 
efficiently. Among the few software packages developed recently as selection aids that use 
linear programming techniques, consider reliability as a constraint to insure a minimum 
reliability standard is reached by all sires. Choice of a minimum level for reliability in the 
programs is also arbitrary. 
Quadratic progranmiing procedure handles risk better than its linear programming 
counterpart because risk (variance of income) is a quadratic function. The variance of 
income (a function of reliability) of sires can be incorporated directly into the objective 
function of a quadratic program with the expected income of sires. The expected income of a 
sire is defined as the net present value from his offspring for some specific generations. This 
definition enables the breeder to combine breeding values of all trails such as yield traits, 
dystocia, somatic cell score, herd life and type, once the breeding values are converted to 
economic values. The dollar index for dystocia developed in this research (C. M. B. 
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Dematawewa. 1996. Unpublished data) converted dystocia breeding values into dollar 
values. 
The expected income-variance (EV) frontier developed based on quadratic 
programming shows the minimum risk combination of sires for any given expected income 
level. The possible minimum risk and income combinations (exact points on the frontier), 
however, are infinite. The best combination selected by a breeder is a function of the 
individual's utility function. The utility function of a breeder is treated by economists purely 
as a theoretical concept which does not have a direct measure in practice. Thus, the 
traditional EV frontier approach failed to provide a single stochastically optimum 
combination of sires, for all breeders, that is free of subjective judgments. 
The reliability margin approach developed in this research extended the EV frontier 
theory to define the optimum combination of sires by maximizing guaranteed future income. 
The lower confidence limits of the true net income given the feasible range of predicted net 
incomes defines the reliability margin with a certain probability. The set of sires that 
maximized the 95% reliability margin was considered to be the optimum EV-efficient set of 
sires to be selected. Thus, the selected set of sires maximized the 95% guaranteed true future 
income. The program also provided the optimum level of individual sire use (the percentage 
of dams to be mated to each sire), based on its relative superiority in breeding value and 
reliability, to reach the maximum guaranteed income. The procedure can be constructed in 
linear form by using Karush/Kuhn/Tucker/LaGrange conditions to execute in a linear 
programming framework such as LINDO®. Thus, it can be incorporated into currently 
available linear programming based software packages as an option or be developed into an 
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independent selection aid for breeders. It can be used by breeders whenever the criteria for 
selection involves reliability estimates in addition to breeding values for many traits. 
The second paper showed an application of the procedure by defining the optimum 
proportion of young sire use. The 36 sires used in the illustration of the methods described 
earlier represented the current Holstein population in the United States. Expected income 
combined the breeding values for milk, fat, and protein yields and dystocia. Young sires 
(pedigree tested), on the average, were high income-high risk combinations due to their low 
semen cost and low reliability compared with proven sires (progeny tested). Under the 
constraints of the quadratic program, the sires competed for production of a total of 100 
daughters. The optimum solution that maximized the 95% guaranteed income contained 34 
daughters from young sires, therefore, this defined the optimum percentage of young sire use. 
The techniques of embryo manipulation and cloning were briefly reviewed in the 
second part of the dissertation. Inbreeding and economic gain from cloning were determined. 
The technology of cloning is developing rapidly and utilization of bovine clones in 
commercial dairy breeding is closer to becoming a practical possibility than most realize. 
Inbreeding with extensive use of a few clones is a major concern. This research shows that 
use of few clones (e.g., <5) per dam could successfully reduce the rates of inbreeding similar 
to current rates of many countries. Optimistic speculations of some early studies considered 
the possible genetic gain from producing clones for the whole dairy population using one or 
a few elite dams. As this is highly unlikely to be true in practice, accumulation of inbreeding 
is less likely to be a problem with cloning at least for a several generations. 
Ill 
Estimation of genetic and economic gain with cloning in progeny testing schemes 
considered use of clones to obtain dams of sires and replacement heifers. The alternative 
schemes involved dams having zero, one or three records from clones to improve the 
accuracy of selection. An increased intensity of selection can be achieved by an increase in 
number of clones produced per dam. Accuracy of selection increased with the use of records 
of clones. When the number of clones produced per dam increased, the genetic and 
economic gain increased at a decreasing rate following the law of diminishing returns. The 
cost of producing one clone per dam should be less than $83 to be profitable. The costs may 
involve testing, manipulation, transfer and service costs plus fixed costs such as for 
maintaining facilities. If five clones are produced per dam, the total cost has to be less than 
$41 per clone to be economically viable. Incorporation of cloning into a breeding scheme at 
a price above these break-even costs would produce higher genetic gains but, lower net 
incomes compared with no cloning. Better embryo storage and cloning procedures need to be 
developed to produce live clones at higher success rates and in a cost efficient manner before 
cloning can be used on a commercial basis. 
The relationships among production, reproduction and survival of the cow were 
investigated in the third part of the study. Estimates of genetic and phenotypic parameters for 
actual milk, fat and protein yields, days open and number of services show that the genetic 
and phenotypic relationships between yield and fertility are antagonistic (similar to previous 
literature). The study also shows an unfavorable genetic correlation between yield traits and 
mortality of cows during lactation. Phenotypic correlations, however, were favorable. 
Producers seem to provide better management for better cows resulting in reduced mortality 
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of high producing cows with poor genetic potential in terms of survivzd ability. Heritability 
estimates for fertility and mortality of cows during lactation were very low. Efficient culling 
against poor fertility and improved management should keep fertility and fitness losses within 
reasonable limits while genetic selection for yield traits is continued. 
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APPENDIX 
Sample Program for 36-Sire Model in Linear Form (LINDO® Version) 
The quadratic program for the 36 sires in Paper 2, expressed in linear form by using 
Karush/Kuhn/Tucker/LaGrange first order conditions is given below. The level of minimum 
expected income to be satisfied in the following example is $7,000. 
MIN: OHAV + OHHM + OHLM + OHHD + OHLD + OHHF + OHLF + OHHP + OHLP 
+ OLAV + OLHM + OLLM + OLHD + OLLD + OLHF + OLLF + OLHP + OLLP + 
YHAV + YHHM + YHLM + YHHD + YHLD + YHHF + YHLF + YHHP + YHLP 
+ YLAV + YLHM + YLLM + YLHD + YLLD + YLHF + YLLF + YLHP + YLLP + 
RET + TOT 
SUBJECT TO 
2) 3901.072 OHAV -276.79 RET + TOT >= 0 
3) 3901.072 OHHM -427.60 RET + TOT >= 0 
4) 3901.072 OHLM -123.33 RET + TOT >= 0 
5) 3901.072 OHHD -269.39 RET + TOT >= 0 
6) 3901.072 OHLD--284.20 RET + TOT >= 0 
7) 3901.072 OHHF-•311.83 RET + TOT >= 0 
8) 3901.072 OHLF-241.75 RET + TOT >= 0 
9) 3901.072 OHHP-•316.52 RET + TOT >= 0 
10) 3901.072 OHLP -237.06 RET + TOT >= 0 
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11) 11703.216 OLAV-282.29 RET + TOT >= 
12) 11703.216 OLHM-434.57 RET + TOT >= 
13) 11703.216 OLLM -128.83 RET + TOT >= 
14) 11703.216 OLHD -274.89 RET + TOT >= 
15) 11703.216 OLLD -289.70 RET + TOT >= 
16) 11703.216 OLHF -317.34 RET + TOT >= 
17) 11703.216 OLLF -247.25 RET + TOT >= 
18) 11703.216 OLHP -322.02 RET + TOT >= 
19) 11703.216 OLLP -242.56 RET + TOT >= 
20) 19505.36 YHAV -330.56 RET + TOT >= 
21) 19505.36 YHHM -484.03 RET + TOT >= 
22) 19505.36 YHLM -177.09 RET + TOT >= 
23) 19505.36 YHHD -323.16 RET + TOT >= 
24) 19505.36 YHLD - 337.97 RET + TOT >= 
25) 19505.36 YHHF - 366.10 RET + TOT >= 
26) 19505.36 YHLF -295.01 BIET +TOT >= 
27) 19505.36 YHHP - 370.84 RET + TOT >= 
28) 19505.36 YHLP -290.27 RET + TOT >= 
29) 27307.504 YLAV - 330.56 RET + TOT >= 
30) 27307.504 YLHM - 484.03 RET + TOT >= 
31) 27307.504 YLLM -177.09 RET + TOT >= 
32) 27307.504 YLHD -323.16 RET + TOT >= 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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33) 27307.504 YLLD-337.97 RET + TOT >= 0 
34) 27307.504 YLHF-366.10 RET + TOT >= 0 
35) 27307.504 YLLF-295.01 RET + TOT >= 0 
36) 27307.504 YLHP-370.84 RET + TOT >= 0 
37) 27307.504 YLLP - 290.27 RET + TOT >= 0 
38) 276.79 OHAV + 427.60 OHHM +123.33 OHLM + 269.39 OHHD + 284.20 OHLD 
+ 311.83 OHHF + 241.75 OHLF + 316.52 OHHP +237.06 OHLP +282.29 OLAV 
+434.57 OLHM + 128.83 OLLM +274.89 OLHD +289.70 OLLD +317.34 OLHF 
+ 247.25 OLLF + 322.02 OLHP +242.56 OLLP +330.56 YHAV + 484.03 YHHM 
+ 177.09 YHLM + 323.16 YHHD +337.97 YHLD + 366.10 YHHF 
+ 295.01 YHLF+ 370.84 YHHF + 290.27 YHLP + 330.56 YLAV 
+ 484.03 YLHM + 177.09 YLLM+ 323.16 YLHD + 337.97 YLLD 
+ 366.10 YLHF + 295.01 YLLF + 370.84 YLHP+ 290.27 YLLP >= 7000 
39) OHAV + OHHM + OHLM + OHHD + OHLD + OHHF + OHLF + OHHP + 
OHLP + OLAV + OLHM + OLLM + OLHD + OLLD + OLHF + OLLF + OLHP + 
OLLP + YHAV + YHHM + YHLM + YHHD + YHLD + YHHF + YHLF + YHHP 
+ YHLP + YLAV + YLHM + YLLM + YLHD + YLLD + YLHF + YLLF + YLHP 
+ YLLP = 100 
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